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Pseudo-Random Numbers and Optimal Coeffkients* 
HAF~ALD NIEDERREITER 
Department of Mathematics, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801 
The equanimity of your average tosser of coins depends upon a law, or rather 
a tendency, or let us say a probability, or at any rate a mathematically calculable 
chance, which ensures that he will not upset himself by losing too much nor 
upset his opponent by winning too often. This makes for a kind of harmony and 
a kind of confidence. It relates the fortuitous and the ordained into a reassuring 
union which we recognize as nature. The sun comes up about as often as it goes 
down, in the long run,... . 
Tom Stoppard, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is the object of this paper to establish statistical independence results for 
successive terms of sequences of pseudo-random numbers generated by the 
linear congruential method. The theory of optimal coefficients, which was 
developed for entirely different purposes, will turn out to be useful in this 
context. We start with some general remarks and a review of earlier work, 
followed by a summary of the main features of the article. 
Pseudo-random numbers are terms of determinate sequences of numbers 
that can mimic a given statistical distribution or a random process to a certain 
degree. They are of fundamental importance in applications of so-called quasi- 
Monte Carlo methods, the deterministic analogs of Monte Carlo methods. The 
success of such methods depends largely on our ability to judiciously choose 
pseudo-random numbers which pass statistical tests for randomness appropriate 
to the problem at hand. We shall refrain from entering into a discussion of the 
philosophical difficulties inherent in any attempt to simulate randomness by a 
deterministic procedure. For a detailed and illuminating discussion of this issue, 
we refer to the book of Knuth [17, Chap. 31. 
In this paper, we are interested in a special, but very widely used, class of 
pseudo-random numbers, namely, those generated by the linear congruential 
method. They were first proposed by Lehmer [21] as uniform random number 
generators and can be introduced in the following way. Let m > 2 and I be 
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integers, let y. be an integer in the least residue system mod m, and let X be an 
integer relatively prime to m. A sequence y,, , yi ,... of integers in the least residue 
system mod m is generated by the recursion ym+i E hypz + Y (mod m) for 
n = 0, l,... . The sequence x,, , xi ,... in the interval [0, l), defined by X, = y,,/m 
for 12 = 0, 1 ,..., is then a sequence of pseudo-random numbers generated by the 
linear congruential method. In this context, the integer m is often referred to as 
the modulus, the integer X as the multiplier, and the integer r as the increment. 
When discussing the linear congruential method, one usually distinguishes two 
cases: the homogeneous case Y = 0 (mod m) and the inhomogeneous case Y + 0 
(mod m). In the homogeneous case, it is customary to assume that y. (and there- 
fore all the other yn) be relatively prime to m to rule out a less favorable case a 
priori, and we shall do so in the sequel. 
The performance of pseudo-random numbers generated by the linear con- 
gruential method under various statistical tests has been investigated extensively, 
both from the empirical and from the theoretical point of view. It is useful to 
note, and trivial to prove, that the sequence x0, x1 ,... described above is even- 
tually periodic, so that the statistical test has to be applied only to a certain 
initial segment of the sequence. Since Lehmer intended his pseudo-random 
numbers to be uniform random number generators, the sequence x,, , x1 ,... 
should first of all be subjected to the equidistribution test, i.e., to a measurement of 
the deviation of its empirical distribution from the uniform distribution on the 
unit interval [0, 11. For the full period, the first general theoretical result in this 
direction seems to be due to Jagerman [14]. Subsequently, this result was 
improved considerably by Niederreiter [27] and Meijer and Niederreiter [25], 
the effect being that in the homogeneous case and for a multiplier X belonging to 
the largest possible exponent mod m the full period of x0, xi ,... provides, 
indeed, an excellent approximation to the uniform distribution. Further remarks 
on this subject, including the inhomogeneous case, can be found in Dieter [4, 
pp. 859-8601. If  one restricts the attention to segments of the full period, the 
theoretical treatment of the equidistribution test becomes more difficult. This 
case was successfully handled only very recently in two papers of the author 
[29, 321. It transpires from these investigations that the sequences that are more 
favorable with respect to the equidistribution test are those for which the length 
of the period is large. The latter property is linked intimately to the requirement 
that the multiplier X should belong to a large exponent mod m, whereas the 
increment Y plays only an indirect role. 
Even more important are those tests which relate the terms of a sequence of 
pseudo-random numbers with their predecessors and successors. These tests 
often reflect the statistical properties of the sequence in a subtler way and allow 
a sharper discrimination between the various choices of parameters. A useful 
indicator for randomness is the serial correlation between X, and its successor 
or, more generally, between X, and x,+, , taken over the full period (cf. 
kTe;ou [3], G reenberger [9], Jansson [15], Dieter and Ahrens [7]). However, 
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as pointed out by Dieter [4, p. 8561, a judgment of a random number generator 
that is based solely on the serial correlation can be deceptive. Another test that 
has received some attention is the permutation test, in which the frequency of the 
various possible order relations between successive terms is checked (cf. Dieter 
[5, 61). Recent investigations have also been concerned with the lattice structure 
of pseudo-random numbers generated by the linear congruential method. Here, 
the significant results of Marsaglia [23,24] and the papers of Beyer et al. [2] and 
Beyer [I] should be mentioned. For a comprehensive survey of these and other 
statistical tests, see the book of Knuth [17, Chap. 31. 
A reliable test for the statistical independence of successive terms in a sequence 
x0 , Xl ,**- of pseudo-random numbers is the so-called serial test. For a fixed 
integer s > 2, we consider the s-tuples x, = (x- , xnfl ,..., ~~+~-r), 1z = 0, l,..., 
consisting of s successive terms from the sequence. In an ideal case of random- 
ness, each marginal distribution would be exactly the uniform distribution on 
[0, I], so that statistical independence would amount to the property that the 
s-tuples x, hit each subinterval of the s-dimensional cube [0, 11” with a frequency 
proportional to the volume of that subinterval. This suggests to determine the 
empirical distribution of the s-tuples x0, xi ,... and to compare it with the uni- 
form distribution on [0, 11”. The original sequence x0 , x1 ,... of pseudo-random 
numbers passes the serial test (for the given value of s) if the deviation between 
these two distributions is small. We shall not be satisfied with merely qualitative 
statements of this kind, but will measure the deviation quantitatively. This 
leads to the consideration of the so-called discrepancy (see Definition 2.1) of the 
sequence of s-tuples x0 , x1 ,.... Because of the number-theoretic difficulties 
involved, there is not much previous theoretical work on the serial test. Franklin 
[8] studied a continuous model, thereby avoiding the intricacies of the discrete 
case we are considering, but nevertheless providing indications of what type of 
behavior one can expect. Dieter [4] developed a method based on generalized 
Dedekind sums that allowed him to treat the case where s = 2 and the multiplier 
A belongs to the largest possible exponent mod m. However, because of the lack of 
a suitable reciprocity law for multiple Dedekind sums, this method breaks down 
for larger values of s. 
Our method of treating the serial test for linear congruential pseudo-random 
numbers rests on various number-theoretic principles, a decisive role being 
played by recent advances in the theory of exponential sums that have been 
achieved by the author [3 l] in a more general setting than is actually needed here. 
The method works for any value of s, and no restrictions on the multiplier h 
are needed (apart from being relatively prime to m, of course). However, it will 
turn out in the course of the investigation that a favorable multiplier /\ can be 
expected to belong to a large exponent mod m, so that no great loss results from 
an emphasis on multipliers that belong to the largest possible exponent mod m. 
This should not come as a surprise, since a sequence passing the serial test must 
necessarily pass the equidistribution test, so that, in the light of our earlier 
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remarks on the latter test, such a condition on X is suggested. In the present 
paper, we deal exclusively with the homogeneous case, since the inhomogeneous 
case requires somewhat different considerations (see [33]). Also, to keep the 
length of the paper within reasonable bounds, we concentrate on the moduli that 
are of practical importance, namely, primes and prime powers, although our 
approach can be carried out for general moduli with some additional technical 
complications. A special effort has been made to obtain effective constants in our 
results. We remark that the possibility of establishing equidistribution and 
statistical independence results on the basis of the author’s estimates for exponen- 
tial sums was already announced in earlier papers of the author [30-321. 
In our quantitative treatment of the serial test, various related measurements 
for the “goodness” of a random number generator will be considered. We shall 
refer to these quantities as “figures of merit.” Interestingly enough, these 
figures of merit are similar to, or sometimes even identical with, indicators 
appearing in the theory of optimal coefficients, a connection which was not 
previously noted. The theory of optimal coefficients was developed indepen- 
dently by Korobov [18] and Hlawka [12, 131 (who used the term good lattice 
point) for the purpose of approximately evaluating integrals over multidimen- 
sional intervals with periodic integrands. For a given value of s > 2, the integer X 
is called an optimal coeficient mod m (or, equivalently, the lattice point 71 = 
(1, h, ha )..., As-l) is called a good lattice point mod m in the sense of Hlawka) if, 
roughly speaking, the nontrivial solutions of the congruence h, + h,X + h,X” + 
... + h,XS-l = O(mod m) in integers h, ,..., h, are such that the lattice points 
(h, ,...I h,) are, in a certain sense, rather far removed from the origin. Using 
the language of Diophantine approximations, we might say that the lattice point 
A should be the discrete analog of a badly approximable point. Surveys of the 
theory of optimal coefficients can be found in the books of Korobov [lo] and 
Kuipers and Niederreiter [20, Chap. 2, Section 51 and in a detailed article of 
Zaremba [41]. A notable recent progress in this area is contained in Zaremba [42]. 
By combining the method of exponential sums with ideas from the theory of 
optimal coefficients, we get a firm grip on the serial test in the homogeneous case 
(certain connections with optimal coefficients exist also in the inhomogeneous 
case, see [33]). The following rule of thumb enunciates the crux of the matter: 
The multiplier h to the modulus m passes the serial test if h is an optimal coefficient 
mod m and X belongs to the largest possible exponent mod m. 
The second requirement causes an additional complication when applying the 
theory of optimal coefficients since the exponent to which X belongs mod m is of 
no particular relevance in this theory and restrictions on it have therefore not 
been considered previously in the work on this subject. Clearly, it is desirable to 
have extensive tables of optimal coefficients available. The most useful table in 
the literature is the one of Maisonneuve [22, pp. 158-1651 for dimensions s with 
3<s,(lOad n prime moduli m as well as some composite moduli. There is an 
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earlier table of Saltykov [371 which is reprinted in the book of Korobov [19, 
pp. 217-2191 and covers prime moduli m and dimensions 3 < s < 6. A short 
table for some selected prime moduli and dimensions s = 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10 
was compiled by Haber [lo]. The case s = 2 is easy as far as the theory of optimal 
coefficients is concerned (cf. Korobov [19, pp. 147-1481, Zaremba [39, 401). 
However, because of the reason mentioned above, no indication is given in these 
tables of whether the optimal coefficients listed are primitive roots mod m. 
Related tables cover good lattice points in the sense of Hlawka that are not 
necessarily of the form (1; h, h2 ,..., P-l) (see Maisonneuve [22, pp. 166-1711 
for s = 3 and 4 and Kedem and Zaremba [16] for s = 3). 
When discussing the notion of optimal coefficient mod m, it has to be kept in 
mind that this concept. depends on the dimension s. In particular, a value of X 
that is an optimal coefficient mod m for some given dimension s, can fail to 
yield an optimal coefficient mod m for any dimension larger than s, . This 
dependence of the choice of a favorable multiplier on the dimension has 
important implications for quasi-Monte Carlo methods. It means that, contrary 
to established practice, the selection of the multiplier has to be tuned more 
finely to the specific problem at hand (or, at least, to the dimensionality of the 
problem). Having accepted this state of affairs, we see that the serial test is a 
much more powerful tool for determining good multipliers than the equidistri- 
bution test. Whereas the latter test can, essentially, only distinguish between 
multipliers r\ belonging to different exponents mod m, the serial test actually 
discriminates between individual values of h by associating certain figures of 
merit with them according to the dimension considered. 
We note that the results of this paper, combined with the inequalities in 
[20, Chap. 2, Section 5; 281, yield effective apriori error bounds for s-dimensional 
quasi-Monte Carlo integrations with the s-tuples x,, , x1 ,... from a full period as 
nodes. 
A brief summary of the principal results of the paper follows. In Section 2, we 
collect some definitions and auxiliary propositions that are used throughout the 
paper. In the next section, we start the discussion of the serial test by considering 
the case of a prime modulus m, with s > 2 being an arbitrary dimension. It 
transpires that a primitive root h mod m for which the figure of merit R(A, m) 
introduced in (3.2) is small yields a good multiplier. The closely related figure 
of merit R,(h, m), which is not only easier to compute, but also appears in the 
theory of optimal coefficients, is defined in (3.3). It is then shown that there 
always exists a primitive root h, mod m such that the discrepancy of the sequence 
of s-tuples x0, x1 ,..., taken over a full period, is O(m-1 logs m log log m) (see 
Corollary 3.5 and Remark 3.6). This follows from the fact, established in 
Theorem 3.4, that there is always a primitive root h, mod m for which R(h, , m) = 
O(m-l log* m log log m). The amount of computation required to determine 
R,(h, m) even for moderately large m or s is still prohibitive. The figure of merit 
that can actually be found in tabulated form is pl(A, m) defined in (3.8). 
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Multipliers h for which pr(X, m) is large are then considered to be favorable. 
Theorem 3.8 shows how to estimate R,(X, m), and thus the discrepancy, in terms 
of pr(X, m). The aim of Section 4 is the establishment of an effective result 
concerning the existence of primitive roots X mod m with large pr(X, m). The 
precise lower bounds are given in Theorem 4.4 and are of the order of magnitude 
$(m - l)/(log $(m - l))“-l, where (b d enotes Euler’s totient function. 
In Section 5, we turn to the consideration of prime power moduli, with s >, 2 
being any dimension. For an odd prime power modulus m, we obtain a favorable 
multiplier h by choosing a primitive root h mod m for which the figure of merit 
Q(X, m) introduced in (5.4) is small. In (5.5) we define the closely related figure 
of merit Qr(X, m) that is easier to handle from the computational point of view. 
Q,(h, m) is related to the figures of merit discussed in earlier sections, and thereby 
to the theory of optimal coefficients (see Theorem 5.3 and the remarks following 
it). I f  m is a power of 2, the multipliers h with h = -f S(mod 8) take the role of 
primitive roots. In these two cases, one is led to the figure of merit P(& m) 
defined in (5.15) and (5.16), respectively, and to the closely related figure of merit 
P,(h, m) defined in (5.17) and (5.18) respectively. Again, the multiplier X is 
favorable if h = & S(mod 8) and P(& m) (or, equivalently, Pr(X, m)) is small. 
The relation to optimal coefficients is established via the figures of merit from 
earlier sections (see Theorems 5.7 and 5.8). 
The rest of the paper is devoted to a detailed study of the important special 
case s = 2, i.e., of the distribution of pairs of pseudo-random numbers. In 
Section 6, we first refine some of the general existence theorems established 
earlier by making use of certain advantages offered by the case s = 2. Important 
results in this section are the Theorems 6.4 and 6.5 in which the existence of 
multipliers X mod m satisfying the usual condition on the exponent mod m and 
for which ~r(h, m) attains a large value is also established for prime power 
moduli m, with the lower bounds being of the order of magnitude +(+(m))/log 
+(4(m)). Analogous existence theorems are shown in Section 7 for the figures of 
merit Qr(h, m) and P,(h, m , with upper bounds being of the order of magnitude ) 
(log m)‘/$(+(m)). In particular, it follows that for any prime power modulus m 
there exists a multiplier X such that the discrepancy of the sequence of pairs 
x0 = (x0 > Xl), Xl = (Xl , Jcz),..., taken over the full period, is of the order of 
magnitude (log m)"/+(+(m)) with an effective control over the constants (see 
Corollaries 7.2, 7.4, and 7.6). In the final section, we investigate some important 
connections between the serial test for s = 2 and the theory of continued frac- 
tions. As a result, the study of the figures of merit P(X, m), Q(h, m), and R(X, m) 
can be reduced in the case s = 2 to the study of the continued fraction expansions 
of X/m and related rational numbers. The requirement that these figures of 
merit should attain small values is then replaced by the condition that the 
partial quotients in these continued fraction expansions should be small. 
We conclude this introductory section with a few remarks on notation. For the 
sake of brevity, we shall write congruences in the form a G b(m) instead of the 
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more common a = b(mod m). If  a = (a, ,..., a,) and b = (b, ,..., b,) are two 
lattice points, then a = b(m) means that ai = bj(m) for 1 < j < S. Also, if 
x = (x1 )..., 4 and Y = (rl ,..., y6) are two points of 5P, then x . y  stands for 
their standard inner product xlyl + ... + x,y, . Further notational conventions 
will be introduced in the course of the paper. 
2. PREPARATORY RESULTS 
For s > 2, let x0, x1 ,..., xNml be N arbitrary points in IRS. We define the 
fractional part {t} of t = (tl ,..., t8) E R8 by {t} = ({Q,..., {tS}), where {t} = 
t - [t] is the fractional part of t E R. Given a subset E of the s-dimensional 
half-open unit cube [0, l)“, we introduce the counting function A(& N) as the 
number of n, 0 < n < N - 1, such that {h} E E. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The discrepancy D, of the N points x, , x1 ,..., xNel is 
defined by 
DN = h&, , x, ,..., Q-J = ~“JP VU; NYN) - v(J)l, 
where J runs through all half-open subintervals of [0, 1)8 of the form / = 
b19 8) x ... x [01~ , /3J and V(J) denotes the s-dimensional volume of 1. 
For the general theory of discrepancy and its applications, see [20, Chap. 2; 
26, and 281. Our results on the serial test for sequences of pseudo-random 
numbers will be expressed as estimates for the discrepancy of the sets of points 
under consideration. 
These estimates will be based on an inequality relating the discrepancy with 
certain exponential sums (see Lemma 2.2). Before we can enunciate this result in 
a convenient way, we need some notation. For integers m >, 2 and h, set 
where 
r(h, m) = 1 if h = O(m), 
= msinrrjIh/mIj if h + O(m), 
I( t 11 = 7 1 t - n 1 = min((t}, 1 - {t}) for tE R. 
Furthermore, for a lattice point h = (h, ,..., h,) EP we write 
r(h, m) = fi r(hj , m). 
j=l 
We note that r(h, m) > 0 for any h E Z”. The summation symbol &,,,.,d m) 
will designate a sum over the complete residue system mod m consisting of all 
integers h with - 3 m < h < + m. The summation symbol C;chrn,,d mb refers 
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to the same sum, but with h = 0 deleted from the range of summation. The 
summation symbol 
c 
h(mod WI) (2-l) 
will denote a sum over the complete system of representatives of ZS/(mE)S 
consisting of all h = (h, ,..., h,)EZS with -+m <hi < $rn for 1 <j < s. 
The summation symbol 
z* 
h(mod m) 
will stand for the sum in (2.1) with the lattice point 0 = (O,..., 0) deleted from 
the range of summation. We recall that x y  denotes the standard inner product 
of x, y  E LIP. For t E R, we write e(t) = e2ait. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ya ,..., yNel be N lattice points in h”. Then, for any integer 
m > 2, the discrepancy D, of the points (l/m) y, ,..., (l/m) yN-1 satisfies 
DN<J.+ I* -I& 
h(modm) r(h’ m) 
z e(h . yn/m) 1. 
Proif. For k = (k, ,..., k,) EBB, let A(k; N) = A(k, ,..., K, ; N) be the 
number of n, 0 < n < N - 1, such that yn = k(m), and let ck be the charac- 
teristic function of the coset k + (mZ)s of Hs/(mZ)S. Then for x = (x1 ,..., x,) EZ~ 
we have 
Therefore, 
CL(X) = $ i ( C e(hdxj - Q/m)) 
j=l h,(modm) 
= $ c e(h . (x - k)lm). 
h(mod m) 
N-l 
A(k; N) = C ck(yn) = $ Nfl c e(h . (y, - k)/m) 
?Z=O *=O h(mod m) 
= $ h(m~m) G-h k/m) y 4h . y&4 
TX=0 
and so 
A(k; N) - $ = $- c* e(-h . k/m) Nfl e(h . y,lm). (2.2) 
h(mod nr) It=0 
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Now let J = [til, /I,) x ... x [q, pS) be an arbitrary half-open subinterval 
of [0, 1)“. For each j, 1 < j < S, we choose the largest closed subinterval of 
[aj , pi) of the form [r+/m, v,/m] with integers uj < v, , which we denote again 
by [uj/m, q/m]. The case where for some j no such subinterval of [aj , pi) exists 
can be dealt with easily, since we have then A(J; N) = 0 and pj - czj < l/m, 
hence 
41; N) _ 
N V(J) ( = V(J) < $ * (2.3) 
In the remaining case, the integers u1 ,..., u, , vi ,..., v, are well defined, and we 
obtain 
41; N) - NV’(J) 
= c (A(k; N) - N/MS) + (N/m*)(v, - u1 + 1) ... (vs - u, + 1) 
k 
Uj<k,eJj 
- NV(J) 
+N (v,-u1+1)...(c',--u,+1) -V(J) 
( m8 ) 
by using (2.2). It follows that 
41; N) 
N - V(J) 1 
z+k,<v, 
+I 
(Vl - z(, + 1) ... (v, - u* + 1) 
ms 
- V(J) 1. (2.4) 
Forfixedh = (hi,...,hJ~Pwehave 
/ C 4h * k/m) 1 = 1 C e(h . k/m) 1 = fi 1 “5’ e(h,kJm) I. 
k k j=l 
u,<kj<v, O<k,<vrur 
kj=O 
Now 
“T-UI 
1 C e(h&,/m) = Vj - I uj + 1 < m = m,‘r(hj , m) 
k,=O 
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if hj = O(m), and 
I  e(hj(vj - uj + 1)/m) - 1 I  I 44/m> - 1 I ’ 1 e(hj,fi) - 1 1 
1 m 
-= 
sin ?T I/ hi/m // +j > m> 
if hj + O(m), and so 
In order to estimate the second term on the right-hand side of (2.4), one shows 
first by induction on s that 
I  Yl . . .  Ys - 81 “’ 6s 1 < i I  yj - 6j /  
j=l 
whenever 0 < yi , aj < 1 for 1 <j < s. Consequently, 
(% - Ul + 1) ... (a, - us + 1) 
nls 
zlj - Uj + 1 
Gil m 
j=l 
- (Bj - 9) I* 
From the definition of Uj and ztj it follows that 
2+/m = oli + Blj with 0 < 01, < l/m 
and 
vi/m = fij - tl,, with 0 < Ozj < l/m, 
so that 
7lj - uj + 1 - (Bj - m aj) 1 = 1; - 01, - 8*j 1 < + for 1 <j < S. 
Therefore, 
(%- Ul + 1) ... (us -us + 1) 
- ms vu> 1 < 5 9 
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and by combining this with (2.4) and (2.5) we arrive at 
AU; NJ - VU) 1 -+-+ I* 1 N -+~e(h.y.,m)I. h(modm) a m) N n=o 
In view of (2.3), this inequality holds for all J and by forming the supremum 
over J on the left-hand side, we obtain the desired inequality for DN . 
The result of Lemma 2.2 can be construed as a very special case of a general 
inequality of Niederreiter and Philipp [34, Theorem 21 on quantitative Fourier 
inversion. The advantage of Lemma 2.2 lies in the fact that the constants 
appearing there are much smaller than the constants implied by the general 
inequality. Also, the proof of Lemma 2.2 is much simpler than the proof of the 
Niederreiter-Philipp inequality. 
LEMMA 2.3. For any integer m > 2, we have 
Proof. Since 
it sufices to estimate the sum on the right-hand side. We have 
and by comparing sums with integrals we get 
csc z dx 
s 
7712 
nlm 
csc t dt = csc + + _flf_ log cot 5 
37 2m 
Now, for m >, 6 we have (rjm)-l sin(rr/m) > (n/6)-r sin (n/6), hence sin(m/m) > 
3/m. This implies 
l+?I/Zl 
C csc -$ < c log m + (f - + log $) m for m > 6, 
h-1 
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and so 
bnl21 
c csc ; < + log 731 + + 
h=l 
for m 3 6. 
The inequality (2.6) is easily checked for m = 3,4, and 5, so that 
h,2w Ych: ml 
< + log m + G for m>3. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
For m = 2, the inequality (2.7) is shown by inspection. 
3. PRIME MODULUS 
Let m beaprime,andlety, ,yi ,... be the sequence in the least residue system 
mod m generated by the congruential recurrencey,,, = AyJm) for n = 0, l,..., 
where y0 and X are relatively prime to m. Let x0 = ye/m, x1 = yI/m,... be the 
associated sequence of pseudo-random numbers. This sequence is purely 
periodic with period r, where r is the exponent to which h belongs mod m. 
For fixed s >, 2, we define x, = (xn , x,+i ,..., x+-i) for n = 0, I,... . 
The sequence x,, , xi , . . . is again purely periodic with period 7. The serial test 
is the study of the distribution of this sequence in [O, 1)“. More explicitly, we 
shall estimate the discrepancy (see Definition 2.1) of the points x,, , xi ,..., x,-r in 
the full period of the sequence. The lattice point h = (I, A,..., A”-‘) will play an 
important role in this investigation. 
We need an estimate for certain exponential sums that were studied in [31] in 
a general setting. In the special case under consideration here, the following 
improvement on the results in [31] is possible. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let m be a prime and let b and h be integers not divisible by m, 
with X belonging to the exponent T mod m. Then, 
1 I$: e(bA”/m) 1 < (m - ~)l’~. 
Proof. See [32, Lemma 11. 
We note that this estimate is best possible in the sense that we may have 
equality, for instance in the case when A is a primitive root mod m. On the basis 
of the above auxiliary results, the following discrepancy estimate can be 
established. 
THEOREM 3.2. For a prime nz and for X relatively prime to m belonging to the 
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exponent T mod m, the discrepancy D, of the points x,, , x1 ,..., xrbl in [0, l)* 
satisjes 
D 
7 
< _s_ + min(5-, (m - 7)112) 
m 7 ((1 log m + +)’ - 1) 
+ 
max(O, 7 - (m - 7)lj2) 
7 - ,,ZdL) 2-T’ 
llA=O(m) 
Proof. For n > 0, let 
Zn = + h”+ly, ,..., J- xn+s-lyo) = + Py,X. 
m 
(3.1) 
Then x, = {z,} for all tl > 0, and so by Lemma 2.2, 
D&+f C* ---!- 
h(modm) r(h' m, 
1 z eGQoh * W 1. 
If h . h = O(m), then the exponential sum has the value T; otherwise, we can 
apply Lemma 3.1. This yields 
+ min(T, (m - T)lj2) 
7 
=- 
it+ 
min(r, (m - 7)lj2) 
7 
+ 
ma@, 7 - (m - T)lj2) 
7 h(m;l) 2% ) 
b.a. =0(m) 
and the inequality (3.1) follows from Lemma 2.3. 
We remark that in order to make the upper bound in (3.1) small, one should 
choose 7 to be maximal, i.e., 7 = m - 1. For if 7 < m - 1, then 7 < (m - 1)/2, 
and the second term on the right-hand side of (3.1) is already of the order of 
magnitude m- l/2 log8 m. On the other hand, in the case 7 = m - 1 we shall see 
below that there are choices of h for which the upper bound in (3.1) is only of the 
order of magnitude m-l log8 m log log m. First of all, we note the following 
simpler form of (3.1) in the case 7 = m - 1. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If m is a prime and h is a primitive root mod m, then the 
discrepancy 0,-I of the points x,, , x1 ,..., x,,,-~ in [0, 1)’ satisjies 
D 
1 
m-1<;+= ~ (( 
2logm+f)‘-l)+EG C* --l---. 
b”!g(g\ 
r(h, m) 
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Thus, in the case which promises good multipliers X, namely, when the multi- 
plier is a primitive root mod m, the quality of a specific multiplier X may be 
measured by the figure of merit 
(3.2) 
where A = (1, A,..., AS-l). This figure of merit depends, of course, also on the 
dimension S, but we shall suppress this dependence in the notation. 
For computational purposes, it is advantageous to modify the definition of 
R(h, m) slightly. For an integer h, we set r(h) = max(1, / h I), and for a lattice 
point h = (h, ,..., h,) eZiS we define 
r(h) = jj r(hj). 
I=1 
Then we introduce the modified figure of merit R,(X, m) given by 
R,(X, m, = c* &- ’ 
h(mod m) 
h.). =0(m) 
(3.3) 
This is exactly the same quantity that plays a central role in the theory of optimal 
coefficients (see [12, 19, 411). An informal definition of optimal coefficients will 
suffice here: we say that h is an optimal coefficient mod m (or that h is a good 
lattice point mod m) if R,(h, m) is small, the ideal case being, of course, that 
R,(X, m) is as small as possible. 
The relation between R(X, m) and R,(& m is very simple. We observe that for ) . 
an integer h with 0 < 1 h / < m/2 we have 2r(h) < r(h, m) < nr(h), and that 
r(0, m) = Y(O). Therefore, the inequality 
2r(h) < r(h, m) < +r(h) (3.4) 
holds for any lattice point h -= (hi ,..., h,) # 0 with -m/2 < hj < m/2 for 
1 < j < s. This leads to 
2R(X, m) < R,(X, m) < +R(h, m). (3.5) 
Good multipliers for the prime modulus m are thus obtained by taking primitive 
roots X mod m such that X is an optimal coefficient mod m (or such that A is a 
good lattice point mod m). 
It is a well-known phenomenon that the property of X being an optimal coeffi- 
cient mod m is strongly tied to the dimension s. This is rather evident, since h 
could behave nicely for low dimensions, but for a certain value of s it 
could suddenly become a solution of a congruence h, + h,h + ... + h,h”-l A 
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O(m) with very small values of h, ,..., h, , thus producing an unacceptably large 
value of &(A, m). On the other hand, if h is an optimal coefficient mod m for the 
dimension s, it is to be expected that X shows a decent (although not necessarily 
optimal) behavior for all dimensions t < s. To elucidate this last point, let us, for 
the moment, denote by @‘(A, m) and Rlt’(X, m) the sums in (3.3) corresponding 
to the dimensions s and t, respectively. Our remark is then baaed on the ine- 
quality 
Rt’(A, m) < Rp’(h, m) for t < s, 
which simply follows from the observation that if the lattice point h = 
(4 ,..., h,) E P figures in the sum defining @‘(A, m), then the lattice point 
h’ = (h, ,..., h,, O,..., 0) EZ~ occurs in the sum defining @‘(A, m) and r(h) = 
r(h). This state of affairs has important implications for the quasi-Monte Carlo 
method that were already delineated in Section 1. 
We turn to the important problem of the existence of a primitive root h mod m 
with a small value of R(X, m). In the case of a prime modulus, this can be settled 
fairly easily. 
THEOREM 3.4. For any prime m and any given dimension s 3 2, there exists a 
primitive root A,, mod m with 
R(&,m)< ‘--l ((+-logm+$)‘-1), 
d(m - 1) 
where 4 is Euler’s totient function. 
Proof. Let R denote the expression 
R = c R@, m), 
where the sum is extended over all primitive roots X mod m with 1 < h < m - 1. 
Since there are $(m - 1) such primitive roots, there exists a primitive root 
A,, mod m with 
R(h, $4 < Wm - 1). 
To estimate R, we note that 
(3.6) 
For fixed h = (h, ,..., h,) from the outer range of summation, the inner sum 
represents the number of solutions h of the congruence h, + h,x + ... + 
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hpxs-l f  O(m). Since this is a nontrivial polynomial congruence with a prime 
modulus, the number of solutions is at most s - 1. Therefore, 
R <(s-I) z* -1 < (s - 1) (($ log m + 3)” - 1) 
h(modm) r(h' m' 
by Lemma 2.3, and the rest follows from (3.6). 
COROLLARY 3.5. For any prime m and any given dimension s 3 2, there exists a 
primitive root A, mod m such that the discrepancy D,-, of the associated sequence 
x0 , Xl ,.**> x,-~ in [0, 1)” satisjes 
&z-,-y&j1 + 
(m - 2)(s - 1) 2 
d(m - 1) 
)(, log m + I,)“. (3.7) 
Proof. The result is trivial for m == 2. For m > 3, we take the primitive 
root A, mod m from Theorem 3.4 and use Corollary 3.3 to obtain 
D,-, < f- + --& cc-$ log m + -:) - 1) 
(m - 2)(s - 1) 
+(m-l)$(m-1) 7~ I 
z log m + +I” - 1) 
1 s-l <s---p 
m m-1 m-l 
q&(1+ (m 
- 
+ 2)(s 
- 
1) 
2 +(m-l) )(-,log-+-I,” 
&(1+ 
(m - 2)(s - 1) 2 
< +(m-l) )(,loRm+j)s. 
Remark 3.6. Since d(n) > n/log log rz (cf. [I 1, Theorem 328]), the upper 
bound in (3.7) is O(m-l logs m log log m). 
The actual computation of the figure of merit R,(h, m), although simpler than 
that of R(h, m), may still be exceedingly complicated for large values of m. 
Therefore, we shall introduce still another figure of merit, called pi(X, m), that is 
more manageable from the computational point of view. We define this number 
by 
pdh m) = mp r(h), (3.8) 
where the minimum is extended over all nonzero lattice points h = 
(4 ,..., h,)EESwithh.h=O(m)and-m/2<h,<m/2forl <j<s.In 
terms of this figure of merit, good choices of multipliers X for the prime modulus 
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m will now be made by selecting primitive roots X mod m yielding large values of 
pr(h, m). Certain values of the function pl(h, m) have already been tabulated by 
several authors in connection with work on a numerical integration method (see 
Section 1 for references). In complete analogy with (3.8) one may define the 
figure of merit 
p(A, m> = m$n r(h, 4, 
where the minimum is extended over the same range as in (3.8). However, this 
number does not lend itself to computation as nicely as p,(h, m), so that we shall 
not employ it here. 
If  h, is the unique integer with -m/2 < h, < m/2 and h, = -X(m), then 
h,.l+l.h+O.JP+ ..* + 0 . As-l = O(m). Therefore, pr(h, m) < r(h,), and 
so 
pl(& ml d 42. 
The number pr(h, m) depends, of course, also on the dimension s. It is, in fact, 
a nonincreasing function of the dimension, i.e., if #(h, m) and &‘(A, m) denote, 
for the moment, the expressions in (3.8) corresponding to the dimensions s 
and t, respectively, then 
as is easily seen. 
for t < s, 
The number R,(h, m) can be estimated in terms of pr(h, m). For this result, 
one may consider any modulus m 3 2. The following simple inequality will be 
needed in the course of the proof. As usual, empty sums have the value zero. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any integer m > 2, we have 
bc, (l/b) < log m. 
Proof. For m 2 12, we get 
ii 1 
< C T - log 10 + log m < log m. 
b=l 
For 2 < m < 11, the inequality is shown by inspection. 
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THEOREM 3.8. For any dimension s 3 2, for any integer m >, 2, and for any 
integer A, we have 
R,(& m) < 
(2 log m)S + 4(2 log m)s-l + 2S+1(2S-x - 1) 
(log W1 dh 4 fl& 4 i 
where k = [log m/log 21. 
Proof. We refine a method of Hlawka [12]. We take the complete system of 
representatives of Zs/(mZ)s specified in the definition of the summation symbol in 
(2.1) and divide it into 2” “quadrants” as follows. Set I,, = (-m/2, 0] and 
I1 = (0, m/2]. Then for an s-tuple E = (or ,..., c,) with l i = 0 or 1 for 1 <j < s, 
we define 
M, = {h = (h, ,..., h,)EZS:hjEl,,forl <j<s>. 
The sets n/r, yield the desired partition. We write 
R,(X, m) = z* -& = 1 I* 1 = 1 S,. (3.10) 
h(mod m) E h(mod m) 
r(h) B 
h,)i=O(m) h~l-O(m),bd4E 
Each sum S, will be estimated individually, so that we fix an E from now on. 
Let w be the smallest integer with 2” > m/2. Setting p = pi(h, m) for nota- 
tional convenience, let p be the largest integer with 2~ < p. We partition ME into 
at least UP-~ subsets and estimate the contribution from each subset to the sum 
S, . The exact description of such a subset depends on the choice of a lattice 
point q = (4a ,..., q,)EZS-lwithl <q&wfor2 <j<s. 
Casel. qz+ ... + q5. < p + s - 1. We set 
L(q) = {(hz ,..., h,) E Z-l : 2”-’ < r(hj) < 2’j for 2 < j < s). 
I f  h = (h, ,..., h,) E M, with h # 0, h . h = O(m), and (h, ,..., h,) EL(q), 
then r(h) 3 p, and so 
r(hl) 2qs+“‘+Qs > ,J. 
Consequently, 
r(h,) >, c(q) = max(p2P-“‘-**, l), 
so that h, lies in exactly one of the sets K(q, b), 0 < b < [m/2] - 1, b E Z, 
defined as follows. Let 
and 
K(q, 0) = {h E Z: c(q) < r(h) < d(q)} 
K(q, 6) = {h E Z: 6 d(q) < r(h) < (6 + 1) d(q)} for 1 ,< b < [m/2] - 1, 
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where 
Jq) = pp-“*-Qs+S--l 
Since p > 2”, we have d(q) > 1. 
(3.11) 
We claim that if a lattice point q = (qa ,..., qs) belonging to the case under 
consideration and an integer b, 0 < b < [m/2] - 1, are given, then there is at 
most one h = (hi ,..., h,) EM, with h # 0 and h. h = O(m) such that 
(h, 3.m.9 h,) EL(q) and hi E K(q, b). For suppose there were two lattice points 
h’ = &‘,..., h,‘) # h” = (h;,..., h:) satisfying all these conditions. Then for 
h* = h’ - h” we would have h* # 0 and h* . h = O(m), and since h’, h” E Me , 
the lattice point h* would again belong to our specific complete system of 
representatives of Zs/(mZ)s. By the definition of p, we could infer r(h*) > p. 
On the other hand, we have 
r(h*) = r(h, - h;) Y&’ - h;) .e* r(h; - A:), (3.12) 
where each factor can be estimated as follows. If  b = 0, we have c(q) < r(h,‘), 
r(hi) < d(q) and since hr’, h; E &, , we get 
r(h,' - h;) < d(q). 
I f  b > 1, we have b d(q) < r(h,‘), r(h;) < (b + 1) d(q), and since hr’, h: have 
the same sign, we get 
Y(h,' - hi) < d(q). (3.13) 
Thus, (3.13) holds in both cases. For 2 < j < s, we have 2*j-i < y(hj’), r(hj”) < 
2qj, and since hj’, hi” E Icj , we get, by distinguishing between qj = 1 and qj > 1, 
r(h, - h;) < 2qj-1 for 2<j<s. 
Together with (3.12) and (3.13) we arrive at 
y(h*) < d(q) 2qa+**‘+aa-s+1 = p, 
a contradiction to r(h*) 3 p. Therefore, the claim is established. 
It follows that the contribution to S, arising from those h = (h, ,..., h,) E M, 
with h # 0, h . h = O(m), and (ha ,..., h,) EL(~) is at most 
2-v *..-Q.+s-1 
( &- + 'ygl z&j) 
< 2-Qe-“‘-a*+S-l ( ,-1,,+..+7, + p-lp+".+Q,-s+l y1 +) 
< $ (28-1 + log m) (3.14) 
by (3.11) and Lemma 3.7. 
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Case 2. q2 + .‘. + qs > p + s - 1. We choose integers va ,..., vQ with 
0 < vj < qj - 1 for 2 <j < s and va + ... + vQ = II. For a = (aZ ,..., a,) E 
Zs-l with 0 < ai < 2gi-*5-l for 2 < j < s, we set 
Uq, a) = W2 ,..., h,) E P : 2’4 + aj2”j < r(hj) 
< 2’j-l + (aj + 1) 2’j for 2 < j < s}. 
Then L( q) = u, L( q, a) is given by 
L(q) = v.3 ,***, h,) E IF1 : 2*+ < r(hi) -=c 2*j for 2 <j < s}. 
Furthermore, every integer h with -m/2 < h < m/2 lies in exactly one of the 
sets K(b), 0 < b < [m/2] - 1, defined as follows. Let 
and 
K(0) = {h EH: r(h) = 1) 
K(b) = {h EZ: 26 < r(h) < 2b + l} for 1 <b<[m/2]-1. 
We claim that if a lattice point q = (q2 ,..., qJ belonging to the case under 
consideration, a lattice point a = (aZ ,..., a,) satisfying the above restrictions, 
and an integer b, 0 < b < [m/2] - 1, are given, then there is at most one 
h = (h, ,..., h,) E M, with h # 0 and h . A EZ O(m) such that (h, ,..., h,) E 
L(q, a) and h, E K(b). For suppose there were two lattice points h’ = (hl’,..., 
h,‘) # h” = (h;,..., hi) satisfying all these conditions. As in Case 1, we would 
obtain r(h*) >, p for h* = h’ - h”. On the other hand, we have again (3.12), 
and by arguments similar to those in Case 1 one shows r(h,’ - hi) < 1 and 
r(hj’ - h;) < 2*j for 2 < j < s. Therefore, 
a contradiction. 
y(h*) < 2”2+“‘+“8 = 2~ < p, 
Since there are 2*a+‘..+*s-vz-“.-va-~fl = 2*z+.“+*s-p-8+1 lattice points a, we 
conclude that if a q belonging to the case under consideration and an integer b, 
0 < b < [m/2] - 1, are given, then there are at most ~Q~+“.+QS-P-~+~ lattice 
pointsh = (h, ,..., h,) E Me with h # 0 and h . h E O(m) such that (h, ,..., h,) E 
L(q) and h, E K(b). It follows that the contribution to S, arising from those 
h = (h, ,..., h,) E M, with h # 0, h . A = O(m), and (h, ,..., h,) EL(q) is at 
most 
( 
[m/21-1 
2az+“.~,-P-s+12~*-...~*+s-l 
1+ c 
-!- (2-u 
61 2b i ( 1 + $- log m) 
< + (2 + log ml, (3.15) 
where we used Lemma 3.7 and 2p+1 > p. 
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For each h = (h, ,..., h,) E iw, with h # 0 and h a A E O(m), we have 
(h, ,..., 4,) EL(q) for some q belonging either to Case 1 or to Case 2. Therefore, 
the upper bounds in (3.14) and (3.15) lead to the estimate 
se < wllPP”-l + log 4 + (WPP + log ml, 
where Nr is the number of q’s in Case 1 and N, the number of q’s in Case 2. 
Now Nl + N, = d--1, and so 
se < cd--1 log m + 2ws-1 
P 
; N,P; - 2) . p (3.16) 
By (3.9) we have 2” < p < m/2 < 2~, so that p < w - 1. We recall that Nr 
is the number of (pa ,..., qS) E Z8-l with 1 < qi < w for 2 < j < s and qz + 
... + qS < CL + s - 1. However, if the last inequality holds for positive integers 
42 ,...I 45 , then we have automatically qj < w for 2 < j < s because of p < 
w - 1. Thus, Nr is equal to the number of (qz ,..., q8) EZ~-~ with qj > 1 for 
2<.i<smdq2+ . ..+q.<p+s-1,whichisthesameasthenumberof 
(Ql s*--, qs)EZ8 with e>,l for l<j<s and q1+“‘+q9=p+s. If 
p > 0, then N1 is equal to the coefficient c,, in the power series expansion 
valid for ] x 1 < 1, which may be written as 
(1 - x)-S = 2 C&P. 
n=o 
By differentiating p times and setting x = 0, we obtain 
Nl = c, = 
( 
p+s--1 
1 s-l * 
Using p < w - 1, we arrive at 
N ( 
1-x (3.17) 
In the only remaining case, namely, p = -1, we have Nr = 0, so that (3.17) 
holds trivially. From the definition of w we infer 2” < m, hence w < [log m/ 
log 21 = k. By combining this inequality with (3.16) and (3.17), we obtain 
s 
c 
< 1ogsm + 2(log m)l-1 + 28-l - 2 k + s - 2 
(log 2)‘-1 p P ( 1 s-l - 
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Since this upper bound is independent of E and since there are 2” possibilities for 
E, the desired estimate for &(A, m) follows from (3.10). 
We remark that the above method can be applied to estimate the sum 
c* I 
h(modm) r(h) 
Il.8 -O(m) 
for any lattice point g E Z”, since the special form of the lattice point x = 
(1, L., A”-‘) was not used in the proof. 
4. EXISTENCE OF h WITH LARGE pl(X,m) 
For a prime modulus m, the existence of a primitive root A, mod m with small 
&(A, , m) follows from (3.5) and Theorem 3.4. The proof of the existence of 
primitive roots h mod m with large pr(A, m) is somewhat more complicated. There 
is a result of Zaremba [41, p. 771 to the effect that for a sufficiently large prime 
modulus m there exists an integer h with large pr(X, m). Unfortunately, the 
lower bound on m is not effective, which restricts the usefulness of the result for 
actual computations. Moreover, there is no guarantee that this A will be a 
primitive root mod m. We shall not only describe how to obtain primitive roots 
mod m with the desired property, but also how to make Zaremba’s method 
effective. We need several auxiliary results. 
LEMMA 4.1. For an integer s > 1 and a real number t 3 1, the number A,(t) of 
(4 >..., h,)E~3withO</h,...h,j <tsatisjies 
a-1 
A,(t) < 2”f c 
j-o (s -I- l)! ( > 
’ j ’ (log t)s-j-1, 
where we observe the convention O” = 1. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on s. The result being trivial for s = I, 
we may assume that it is already shown for some s >, 1. I f  (h, ,..., h,,,) E Zs+l 
with 0 < ] h, ... h,+l 1 < t, then 1 < 1 h,,, 1 6 [t], so that 
[tl 
A,,(t) = 2 c &(t,‘h). 
h=l 
By the induction hypothesis, we obtain 
rt1 t S-l 
4+1(t) G P+l& k 2 (s -f- l)! (" ; l)(k +)- 
S-l 
= p+1t c 
j=. (s -i’- l)! 
(” ; 1) F, ; (log +)? 
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For the inner sum we get 
g $ (log $-‘-’ 
h=l 
< (log t)+-l + IIt ; (log ;)“-j-l dx 
= (log t)s-j-1 + Ilt k (log u)@-j-1 du = (log t)a-j-1 + (‘zgJ:-’ , 
and so 
S-l 
+ 2s+lt c 
jzo (s -f- I)! ‘i 1 
’ i ’ (log t)-j-1 
= p-q 
i * 
v+;g; (s&1 ((‘5’)‘(J-:))(logt)S”+l) 
s 
= P’+lt F. (s J j)! 0 f (1% wi, 
which completes the induction. 
LEMMA 4.2. For an integer s > 1 and a real number t > 1, the number B,(t) of 
h E P with h # 0 and r(h) < t satisfies 
B,(t) < Wag W-l ffs (A), 
where 
S-l 
fw) = ,zo (s -f- l)! (;, xj- 
Proof. By classifying the lattice points h counted by BB(t) according to the 
number i of nonzero coordinates, and by classifying further according to the 
position of these nonzero coordinates, we obtain 
B&) = ,$ ( f ) 4(t)- 
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Then Lemma 4.1 yields 
= t i (I) 2i % + (i ; ‘j logi t 
i=l 
s-1 logi t s 
=tC 
j=o ~i$+l(:)(i; lP’ 
s-1 2j+1 logj t s-j-1 
=tC 
s 
i=O 
j !  2 (. I( 1 
i+j 2i 
z+j+l j * 
Because of the identity 
( 
s i+.i 
I( 1 i+j+l j 
= i if: 1 (j; 1)(5 -;- ‘j, 
we get for the inner sum, 
s~(~+l+l)!“:‘)2~=(j~~~s~1 ;-‘ftl (S-;-1)2” 
< (j” 1j ‘j$ (” -{- ‘j 2i = (j i 1) 3s-i-1, 
so that 
s--l 2i+l logi t Wt) G t c 
j=O j! ( 1 i S 1 3s-i-' 
= 2V(log ty--l jg’+ ii ; J(*)“-’ 
S-l 
= 2St(log t)S-l c 
i=. (s -‘- l)! c;,c&J 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Next, we estimate H,(x) for small values of x. We consider two convenient 
values of X, one being moderately small and one very small. 
LEMMA 4.3. If H, is dejked as in Lemma 4.2, then 
H,(i) < s3t4e2(25+(1t2))1'2~-S fey s > 1 (4.1) 
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and 
H,(-&)i+(-&)’ for SBI. (4.2) 
Proof. We set 
G,(x) = & HII+k4 for s > 0 
and note that 
For complex z, let 
Then for every x, 
ro 
d 
f(z) = ,C, i!(i + I)! ’ 
e”zf(z) = (i. +)(E i!(i “; I)!) 
z~o(,Z:(s-j)!(sl-j+l)!*+ Zap '1 
hence 
Since e”“f (x) is an entire function of z with 
fiz I Tf @)I = e’?f(a) for all real a > 0, 
we get by Cauchy’s inequality for the coefficients in the power series expansion of 
an analytic function that 
for all reals a > 0 and x 2 0 and for all integers s > 0. Therefore, 
H&4 G 
s! eu2f (a) 
a8-l forall a>O,x>O,ands>l. (4.3) 
We note that for a > 0 we have 
f(a) = a-fI,(2d), (4.4) 
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where II is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of index one (cf. [38, 
p. 771). Furthermore, by Hadamard’s formula for Ir (cf. [38, p. 2041) we get 
un+l/2e--u du for w > 0, 
where (a)o = 1 and (a)12 = LX(LX + 1) ... (a + n - 1) for n > 1. Since the terms 
in the above sum corresponding to n 3 1 are negative and since the term cor- 
responding to n = 0 is <l, we obtain 
for w > 0. 
By combining (4.3) (4.4), and (4.5), we arrive at 
forall a>O,x>O,ands>l, 
or 
I 
log H,(x) < log & + ax + 2ar/a - (s - g) log a. 
To minimize this upper bound for a given x > 0, we choose 
and obtain 
a = 
( 
(1 + (4s - 1)X)1/2 - 1 2 
2x 1 
1% ffdx) < 1% 2&,2 S!+s-$+- (I + (4s - 1)x)1/2 - 1 2x 
(2s $) log 
(1 + (4s - 1)x)1/2 - 1 
- - 
2x 
Stirling’s formula yields 
log r(u) < (24 - ;, log U - u + log(27+/2 + ; for u>l. 
For s > 2 we write s! = s(s - 1) r(s - l), which leads to the estimate 
(4.5) 
1 og & < (s - ;, log(s - 1) - s + log s + # - f  log 2. 
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Therefore, we get 
1% Hs(x) < 
(1 + (4s - 1)x)1/2 - 1 
2x + s log ((1 + (;S”I,;$;2 - 1)2 
1 log s2((l + (4s 
- 
1)+2 
- 
+ 1) 2 2 4(s - 1)x + 6 (4.6) 
for x > 0 and s 3 2. Setting x = & in (4.6), we arrive at 
log Ha (;) < (2s + ;)I” + s log tt2s +‘$ _ 1>2 
s2(@ + #‘/” - 1) 1 -- 
2(s - 1) 6 
(2s + a)‘/2 - 4 
1’2 + s log (; + 2s _ 2(& + &)1/2 + 8 1 
+ I. log s2@ + w2 - 1) 1 
2 2(s - 1) 
--. 
6 
Since log@ + 0) < log 4 + 20 for all real 19 > - +, we get 
logH,(;) <(2.~+;)l’~-slog2+ 2s2~2;(;~&$- 
+ i log s2((2s + w2 - 1) 1 -- 
2 2(s - 1) 6 
= 2 (2s + $)li2 - s log 2 + ;; 1;;;; ; -;;;;; ; ; 
+ r log sY(2s + w2 - 1) 1 
2 2(s 
--. 
- 1) 6 
Now 
and 
4s - Q(% + w2 + 1 
2s 2(2s + Q”” + 3 G 
1 
for s>1 - 4 
s”(@ + &)?‘2 - 1) 312 
2(s - 1) <21/2 
for s >, 3, 
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so that 
log H, (;) < 2 (2s + ;)1’2 - s log 2 + ; log s + c2 - ; log 2 
< 2 (2s + i)liz - s log 2 + ; log s 
for s 3 3, which proves (4.1) for s > 3. For s = 1 and s = 2, the inequality 
(4.1) is shown by inspection. 
Setting x = 3/(4s - 1) in (4.6), we obtain for s > 2, 
by the mean-value theorem. For s > 4 it follows that 
logH,(-&) <slog&+logs+;log l;;s~ll) -& 
< s log -& + log s + ; log ; - ; 
< s log * + log s + log :, 
which proves (4.2) for s 3 4. For s = 1, 2, and 3, the inequality (4.2) is shown 
by inspection. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let s > 2 be a given dimension. If m is a prime with 
$(m - 1) >, S(s - 1) sS+3’4e2(2S+1’2)“2 log”‘(s + l), 
then there exists a primitive root A, mod m with 
where C, = 2(s - 1))’ s-ge-2(2s+*)t. If m is a prime with 
(4.7) 
d(m - 1) 3 ‘(’ u ‘) (220 log 5!52LJ”, 
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then there exists a primitive root Al mod m with 
(4.8) 
where 
C,’ = lo (k&L)‘. 
3s(s - 1) 
Proof. Let B,(t) be defined as in Lemma 4.2. We claim that if for an odd 
prime m the number to > 1 is such that 
Bdto) < 2$(m - l>/(s - l), (4.9) 
then there exists a primitive root h mod m with pi(h, m) > to. To prove this, 
we note first that for every h = (h, ,..., h,) E Z* with h + O(m) there are at most 
s - 1 values of X in the least residue system mod m with h . h = h, + h,X + *** 
+ h,Xs-l = O(m). Furthermore, the lattice points h # 0 with -m/2 < hj < m/2 
for 1 < j < s and r(h) < to can be paired off in such a way that the two lattice 
points in a pair yield exactly the same solutions A of h . h = O(m), namely, by 
pairing off h with -h. It follows that the number of values A, 0 < h < m, such 
thath*h=O(m)forsomeh#Owith-m/2<hj<m/2for1 <j<sand 
r(h) < to is at most $(s - 1) B,(t,), which is < +(m - 1) by (4.9). Since 
+(m - 1) is the total number of primitive roots mod m in the least residue 
system mod m, there exists a primitive root h mod m for which h * A f O(m) 
for all h # 0 with -m/2 < hj < m/2 for 1 < j < s and r(h) < to , and the 
claim is established. 
To show (4.7), it suffices therefore to prove (4.9) with 
(4.10) 
under the given assumption on $(m - 1). Now the latter implies 
C,+(m - 1) > 16ss logs8(s + l), 
or 
log C.&m - 1) > s log s + 2s log log(s + 1) + log 16 = K(S). (4.11) 
We claim that 
70(s) - (s - 1) log 3/o(s) > 3. (4.12) 
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By the mean-value theorem, we have 
(s - 1) log y&) = (s - 1) log(s log s + 2s log log(s + 1) + log 16) 
< (s - 1) (log(s log s) + 
2s log log(s + 1) + log 16 
s log s 1 
= (s - 1) log s + (s - 1) log log s 
+ 2s - 1) 
log lo& + 1) 
log s 
+ (s - 1) log 16 
s log s 
< s log s + js - 1 + 2(&,,“) log lo& + 1) 
+ (s - 1) log 16 _ log s 
s log s 
But 
and 
s - 1 + 2(;o;sl) < 2s 
(s - 1) log 16 
s log s 
- log s < log 16 - 3 for s >, 5, 
so that (4.12) is shown for s > 5. For s = 2, 3, and 4 one checks (4.12) directly. 
Since fS(r) = y  - (s - 1) logy is increasing for y  3 rO(s), it follows from 
(4.12) that 
y-(s-l)logy>3 for Y 2 Y,(S). 
By using (4.10) and (4.11), we obtain log t, > 3. From Lemma 4.2 and (4.1) we 
conclude that 
< ss/4e2(2~‘(1/2))“et0(log tO)s-l, 
and using (4.10) and the special form of C, , we get 
B&J < 
2+-l) logC,f$(m-1)-(s-l)loglogC,~(m-1) 8-l 
s-l ( 1% CA(m - 1) 1 
< Wb- 1) 
s-l ’ 
since log CA(m - 1) > 1 by (4.11). The validity of (4.9) is thus established. 
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To show (4.8), it suffices to prove (4.9) for the value 
(4.13) 
under the given hypothesis on $(m - 1). We note that the latter implies 
C,l+(m - 1) >, $ (F)’ (y log +$J-)’ 
> i (5+)” (8/Z log A$,: 
hence 
4s - 1 
log C,‘$(m - 1) > s log 2 
4s - 1 
+ s log log ---2-- + ; s - 1 = S,(s). 
(4.14) 
We claim that 
S,(s) - (s - 1) log 6,(s) > &(4s - 1). 
By the mean-value theorem, we get 
0 - 1) 1% So(S) 
(4.15) 
= (s - 1) log (s log y + s log log 9 + ; s - 1) 
~(s-~)(log(slog “,l)+ sloglog(l(4~-1))+~~--) 
s log&(4s - 1)) 
+(s--) 8 + 1% h&w - 1)) _ 
s-l 
ww - 1)) s log(i(4s - 1)) ’ 
and so 
(s - 1) log S,(s) < (s - 1) log s + (s - 1) log log F 
* + log log(t(4s - 1)) +(s- I)----- log@(4s - 1)) * (4.16) 
Since the inequality 
Q + log log(X4s - 1)) 1 4s - 
+ log 
1 
log(i(4s < - 1)) 2 2s 
(4.17) 
holds for s = 12, and since the left-hand side is a decreasing and the right-hand 
607/26l2-3 
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side an increasing function of s, (4.17) is valid for all s > 12. Therefore by 
(4.1% 
(s - 1) log S,(s) < (s - 1) log s + (s - 1) log log 7 + + 
+(s-l)log~ 
= (s - 1) log y + (s - 1) log log y + +- 
< S,(s) - F ) 
so that (4.15) holds for s 2 12. Next, we note that we have 
g+loglog(~(4s-l)) <~+lll,,~+ log11 
log($(G - 1)) 2 10 22 10 
for s = 5, and so for all s > 5 since the left-hand side is a decreasing function 
of s. It follows that 
$- + log log($(b - 1)) < 1 + s - log 
4s - 1 log s ~ log(i(4s - 1)) 2 s-l 2s + y-j- (4.18) 
for 5 < s < 11, since the right-hand side of (4.18) is a decreasing function of s. 
Together with (4.16) we obtain 
(s - 1) log S,(s) < (s - 1) log s + (s - 1) log log F + + 
4s - 1 
+ s 1% 2s + log s 
= s log 
4s - 1 
~ +(s-l)loglog~++ 
2 
4s - 1 
-==I W) - 2 
for 5 < s < 11, so that (4.15) is shown for these s. For s = 2, 3, and 4 one can 
check (4.15) directly. Sincefs(S) = S - (s - 1) log 6 is increasing for 6 3 S,(s), 
it follows from (4.15) that 
s-(s-l)logs>~4s-l) for 6 > S,(s). 
By using (4.13) and (4.14), we obtain log t, > $(4s - 1). From Lemma 4.2 
and (4.2) we conclude that 
WIJ) G %a% CP H, (A) < 2%(log O-1 H, (A) 
< f (A)” t,(log tp. 
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Because of (4.13) and the special form of C,‘, we obtain 
B (t ) < 24(m - 1) log C,ll$(m - 1) - (s - 1) log log C,‘f$(m - 1) s-1 
1 0 s-l ( log C,‘+z - 1) 1 
< 2M - 1) 
s-l ’ 
since log C:+(m - 1) > 1 by (4.14). Therefore, (4.9) is established and the 
proof of the theorem is complete. 
5. PRIME POWER MODULUS 
Let m = pa with a prime p and OL 3 2, and let the multiplier h be relatively 
prime to m. We define the sequences y. , y1 ,... and x0 , xi ,... as in Section 3. 
These sequences are purely periodic with period 7, where 7 is the exponent to 
which X belongs mod m. 
For 1 h 1 > 1, we define the number /3 as follows. First, let T( p”), h > 1, be 
the exponent to which X belongs mod pk. Then, if p is odd, /3 is the largest 
integer such that pe I(k(“) - 1). I f  p = 2, /I is the largest integer such that 
2s I(I\T(4) - 1). The significance of j3 stems from the fact that T( pk+l) = p( pk) as 
soon aa k > 8. 
For a fixed dimension s > 2, we set x, = (x,, , x,,+~ ,..., x~+#-~) for n = 0, l,... 
and note that the sequence x0, xi ,... is purely periodic with period T. We shall 
estimate the discrepancy of the points x,, , x1 ,..., x,-i in the full period of the 
sequence. As in the previous sections, we let h denote the lattice point h = 
(1, h ,..., P-1). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let m = pa, p prime, 01 2 2, and let A be relatively prime to m 
with 1 h 1 > 1. Let 8, r, and T(P) be defined as above and suppose that ol > /I. 
Then the discrepancy D, of the points x0 , xl ,..., x,~ in [0, 1)8 satisfies 
D&,4- C* 1 maw T( PI - (P - 4 PY’“) 
b(mod m) 
r(h,- T(P) 
b*L=O(p+ 
X 
Proof. For n > 0, let 
(5.1) 
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Then x, = (z,} for all n > 0, and so by Lemma 2.2, 
The value of the exponential sum depends on gcd( y,h . X, m) = gcd(h . h, m). 
Clearly, if gcd(h . h, m) = m, then the value of the exponential sum is T. 
If gcd(h . A, m) = pU with 0 < u < 01, then we can write yoh . A = pUb with 
gcd(b, p) = 1. Consequently, 
7-l 7-l 
Lo Wy,h . h/m) = ,C, e(bh”/p-“) = & ‘(‘TV1 e(bh*/p+‘). (5.3) 
TZ=O 
Consider first the case u < 01 - p - 1. Then we have T( p*-“) = PT( parPU-l) by 
the remark following the definition of 8, so that the last sum in (5.3) is equal to 
zero according to [32, Lemma 5, Eq. (lo)]. Therefore, 
7-l 
Lo 4’Yoh . V4 = 0 for gcd(h . A, m) = p”, o<u<a-p-1. 
For u = 01 - 1, we get from (5.3), 
The right-hand sum has T(P) as a trivial upper bound, but can also be estimated 
by Lemma 3.1, yielding an upper bound ( p - T(p))*. Therefore, 
1 ? 4Xnyoh . x/m) 1 < e min(T(p), (p - 7(p))““) 
11=0 
for gcd(h . A, m) = p-l. 
For 0~ - fl < u < 01 - 2, we use the trivial estimate 
) z e(Xnyoh . +> ( < 7. 
By combining the above information with (5.2), we obtain 
D, <; + mf 1 I* ~ 
u=n-6 h(mod m) r(h, 4 
gcd(h.i,m)=p” 
+ min(T(Ph (P - T(P))““) 
T(P) hfmod m) 
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gcd(hA,m)-p” 
_ T(P) - minW-4 (P - T(P))““) C* 1 
T(P) b(mod m) r(h, 4 
_ m+4 ~04 - (P - +W2) c 1 
T(P) h(mod m) r(h,’ 
gcd(hA,m)=p=-’ 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
The exceptional cases not covered by Theorem 5.1 are of no practical value. 
Evidently, h = f  1 is of no interest. Furthermore, if OL < /$ then T  = T(p) for 
p odd and 7 = T(4) for p = 2; in both cases we get a very small period T ,  and 
thus necessarily a bad behavior under the serial test. 
The inequality (5.1) suggests that a small value of /3 leads to a favorable 
multiplier A. If  m is an odd prime power, the smallest possible value of p is 
/3 = 1, and this occurs, for instance, for a primitive root h mod m. In this case, 
the coefficient of the second sum in (5.1), with the minus sign disregarded, is as 
large as possible. It is worthwhile to state a simplified version of (5.1) for this 
case. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let m = pa with an odd prime p and 01 > 2, and let A be a 
primitive root mod m. Then the discrepancy D+(,,,) of the points x0 , x1 ,..., x+(,)-.~ in 
[0, l)* sfztis$es 
D s(m) 
Proof. we have already noted that in this case we have fl = 1. Since T( p) = 
p - 1, it follows from an inequality in the proof of Theorem 5.1 that 
Ddcm, ,( -f- + min(T(P), (P - T(p))““> 
m T(P) 
c* 1 
hbnod m) 
r(h, m) 
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c” 
h(mod m) 
gcd(h,l,m)=jP1 
1 1 1 ~-___ ___ 
6 4 P - 1 h(mFdLj 6 4 
ha -O(m) 
h.X =0(m) 
which proves the corollary. 
On the basis of the above result, we introduce the figure of merit Q(X, m) for a 
primitive root h modulo the odd prime power m = pa by 
P--2 
‘(” m) = P - 1 h(modm) r(h, m) + p - 1 
z* --L- --L- c* &. (5.4) 
h(mod m) 
h.l-O(m) h~a~o(p-‘) 
We shall suppress the dependence of Q(& m) on s in the notation. A closely 
related figure of merit that is easier to compute is 
P--2 
Q1(hy m, = p - 1 (5.5) 
h.l -O(m) 
The inequality 
2Q(k ml < Q,(h m) < +Q(A 4 (5.6) 
is shown in the same way as (3.5). In complete analogy with the behavior of 
R,(h, m), the figure of merit Q,(h, m) cannot decrease if the dimension increases. 
Thus, the remarks on R,(h, m) in Section 3 apply also to the present situation. 
Q,(h, m) can, in fact, be estimated in terms of R,(h, m) and R,(h, p”-‘). This is 
carried out in our next theorem. The result is valid for any integer X if one 
extends the definition (5.5) to this case, although in the present context it is 
only of interest for primitive roots h mod m. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let m = pa with an odd prime p and CY 3 2. Then for every 
integer X we have 
Q1(A, m) < s R,(h, m) + (' ","'f ')" R,(A, p"-') 
I 
+p-1 (( 
1+ 2l%P s-l 
1 1 Pa-l . 
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Proof. Since the first sum in (5.5) is just &(A, m), it suffices to estimate the 
second sum. We split up this sum into two parts, according as h f- 0( pa-l) or 
h = O( p-l). In the latter case, we can write h = p-la with a = (a, ,..., a,) E Z*, 
a # 0, and -p/2 < uj < p/2 for 1 < j < s. The condition h . A = 0( pm-l) is 
automatically satisfied in this case. Therefore, 
= s, + s, . 
(5.7) 
If h is in the range of summation of the sum 8, , we write h = h’ + pa-lb with 
h’ = (hi,..., h,‘) ET, b = (b, ,..., b,) ET, -pa-l/2 < 5’ < pm-l/2 for 1 < 
j < s, and -p/2 < bj < p/2 for 1 < j < s (this representation is, in fact, 
unique). Furthermore, we note that h’ # 0 and h’ . X = 0( pa-‘). Thus we 
obtain 
s*= c” c 1 
b’(mod pm-‘) b(mod p) 
r(b +pol-‘b) ’ 
h’.t=o(p--‘) 
We claim that if h’ and b are as above, then 
~(h’ + pa-lb) >, r(h’) r(b). (5.9) 
It clearly suffices to show that 
(5.8) 
r(h + p-lb) > r(h) r(b) 
for any integers h and b with 1 h [ < $+-l/2. This inequality is trivial if either 
h = 0 or b = 0. However, if both h # 0 and b # 0, then we get 
r(h +Pa-‘b) = 1 h +P”-‘b 1 >P”-l lb 1 - 1 h [ > 2 1 h 1 1 b 1 - 1 h 1 =]h1(21bl--1) 
2 I h I I b I = ~(4 y (4. 
Thus, (5.9) is established, and together with (5.8) we obtain 
1 
c I r(b) = 
h’(modp”-‘) bhodp) 
h’.bEO(p”-‘) 
= b(mod P) 
= R,(h, pa-‘) c & = w, pa-‘) ( 
Mmod P) 
= R*(X, p=-1) 
8 
. 
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Now one proves in the same way as Lemma 3.7 that 
< log k for every odd integer k > 3, 
and therefore 
s, < I?,(& p=-‘)( 1 + 2 log p)“. 
To estimate S, , we note that 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
where we used (5.10) in the last step. The proof of the theorem is completed by 
combining the above estimate for S, with (5.5), (5.7), and (5.11). 
We note that Theorem 5.3, in conjunction with Theorem 3.8, implies imme- 
diately an estimate for Qr(X, m) in terms of pr(X, m) and pr(X, p”-‘). The method 
in the proof of Theorem 5.3 can be extended to cover sums of the type 
c* 1 
h(mod m) 44 
h.g-o(p-q 
with 1 < y  < 01, where m is as in Theorem 5.3 and g E Z” is any fixed lattice 
point. Indeed, one splits up such a sum into two parts, according as h + 0( pm-y) 
or h = 0( p-y), to get an analog of (5.7). The sum analogous to S’, is treated 
further by writing h = h’ + pa-% with h’ = (h,‘,..., A,‘) EZS, b = (b, ,..., 
b,) EZ *, -pa-‘/2 < hj’ < pm-‘/2 for 1 ,< j < s, and -p’/2 < bj < p’/2 for 
1 < j < s. Then, by going through the same arguments as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.3, one arrives at 
c* & < (1 + 2 log P’)” c* 
h(mod m) 
h.g =O(p-Y) 
h(mod P=-~) 
h’g=O(pq 
(5.12) 
This leads, in particular, to the following result. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let m = p” with an odd prime p and 01 3 2, let X be relatively 
prime to m with 1 h / > 1 and 01 > /3, and let h belong to the exponent 7 mod m. 
Then the discrepancy D, of the points x,, , x1 ,..., x,-~ in [0, 1)” satisfies 
D,<;+;(l +210gps)8R,(h,p.-B)+;(l + 2PBIfiF:pa)s-;. 
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Proof. By Theorem 5.1 we have 
1 D, + I* ~ 
h(mod m) 0, m) 
h.5 =o(p@) 
_ m=@, T(P) - (P - ~(PN’~“) c 1 
a h(mod nr) 0, m) 
gcd(hA,n)=fi”-’ 
where the last step is based on (3.4). The desired inequality follows now from 
(5.12). 
We remark that Theorem 5.4, in conjunction with Theorem 3.8, yields an 
estimate for D, in terms of pr(h, p-0). 
We turn now to a detailed discussion of the important case that m is a power 
of 2. Here, very small powers of 2 may be disregarded since they lead to results 
of a trivial nature. According to Theorem 5.1, candidates for favorable multi- 
pliers X mod m are among those corresponding to small values of p. However, if 
m is a power of 2, the two smallest possible values of p are /I = 2, attained exactly 
for h = 5(8), and /3 = 3, attained exactly for r\ = 9(16) and for h E 3(8). We 
shall concentrate on the cases h EE 3(8) and h = 5(8) producing the longest 
periods. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let m = 2” with OL > 3, and let X = 5(8) belong to the exponent 
r mod m. Then the discrepancy D, of the points x, , x1 ,..., x,-~ in [0, 1)” satisfies 
D,+- C* 1. 
h(mod m) 
y(h, m) 
hA 5=0(2a-B) 
(5.13) 
If m = 2~ with OL >, 4 and h = 3(8) belongs to the exponent T mod m, then 
1 D, <;+ c* ___ 1 +21/2 (5.14) 
h(mod m) y(h, m) 
h .5 =0(2”-1) 
Proof. The inequality (5.13) follows immediately from Theorem 5.1 by 
noting that /3 = 2 and ~(2) = 1. To establish (5.14), we go back to the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. Since /I = 3 in this case, we have 
z e(X”y,h . X/m) = 0 for gcd(h * A, m) = 2”, o<u<ff--4, 
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by an auxiliary result in the proof of that theorem. If gcd(h . X, m) = 20-~, then 
according to (5.3). By distinguishing the cases b = 1, 3, 5, and 7(8), one checks 
easily that 
so that we obtain 
1 go @“W 1 = 21’z, 
1 :El e(Py,h * h/m) / = & for gcd(h . A, m) = 21-3. 
If  gcd(h . A, 112) = 2a-2, then by (5.3) we get 
Finally, if h . A z 0(20-l), then 
) gl e(Xnyoh x/m) / = 7. 
By combining the above information with (5.2), we arrive at (5.14). 
Remark 5.6. If  m = P with 01 >, 2 and A E 5(8), then T = 2a-a; if m = 2” 
with (Y > 3 and h E 3(8), then also T = 2ap2. 
On the basis of Theorem 5.5, we introduce the figure of merit P(A, m) as 
follows. If  m = 2a with LY 3 3 and h = 5(8), we set 
P(h, m) = z* 1 
Y(h,' (5.15) 
h(mod m) 
h.l -O(2”-z) 
and if m = 2* with 01 3 4 and X = 3(8), we set 
P(h, m) = I* l--- 
1 
r(h, m) fjip 
(5.16) 
h(mod m) 
h-l-O(2~-') gcd(h-)i,m)=2a-3 
We define also the closely related figure of merit Pi(A, m). I f  m = 2N with DL 2 3 
and h z 5(8), let 
P,(h, m) = C* A-, 
hbnod m) r(h) 
h.a=0(2-) 
(5.17) 
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and if m = 2” with a > 4 and h 3 3(8), let 
Pl@, 4 = c* ++$2 c 1 r(h)’ (5.18) 
h(mod m) 
h.A =0(2=4) 
h(mod m) 
gcd(h.5,m)=2”-s 
Both P(h, m) and P,(h, m) depend, of course, on the dimension s, but we suppress 
this dependence in the notation. The remarks on Q(X, m) and Q,(h, m) following 
Corollary 5.2 apply also to P(h, m) and P,(h, m). In particular, we have the 
inequality 
2P(h, m) < P&l, m) < 7rSP(h, m), 
which is again implied by (3.4). 
(5.19) 
The figure of merit Pl(?, m), and therefore the discrepancy D, , can be 
estimated in terms of the figure of merit defined in (3.3), although with a smaller 
modulus. We first establish a general result along these lines. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let m = 2”, let h be an odd integer with / h 1 > 1 belonging to 
the exponent r mod m, and suppose that a > B. Then the discrepancy D, of the 
points q , x1 ,..., xTwl in [0, 1)” satisfies 
Ds;+;(;+ 2 log 2s), &(A, P-0) + ,; (1 + 2s+‘? 26 )’ _ ; . 
Proof. By invoking Theorem 5.1 and noting that ~(2) = 1, we obtain 
1 
DA;+ z* ___ <;+f I* 
1 
h(mod m) rth, 4 
r(h)’ 
hA=O(2”--6) h.x~~qe~; 
where we used (3.4) in the second inequality. The proof will be complete once 
we have shown that for any lattice point g E iz” and for any y, 2 < y  < a, the 
inequality 
c* c* 
h(mod m) 
-& < (; + 2 log 2y)s 
h.8 -0(2”-“) 
h(mod2°-“) 
-& + (1 + 2v+1k$ “)” - 1 
h%-0(2”-Y) 
(5.20) 
holds. We proceed by the same method as in the proof of Theorem 5.3. We split 
up the left-hand sum in (5.20) into two parts, according as h + 0(2+~) or h z 
0(2”+). In analogy with (5.7), we have then 
c 
hbod m) 
h.~z0(2a-Y),hfO(2’L-Y) 
= s, + s, . (5.21) 
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If h is in the range of summation of the sum Sr , we write h = h’ + 2a-vb with 
h’ = (h,‘,..., h,‘) E Z*, b = (b, ,..., b,) E Z”, --2a-y-1 < h,’ < 2~~v-1 for 
1 < j < S, and -2v-l < bj < 2y-1 for 1 < j < s. We note that b’ # 0 and 
h’ . g = O(2a-v). It follows that 
c 
1 
h’(mod2=-v) b=(b 
l,...,b ) r(h’ + 2-‘b) * 
Now one shows similarly to (5.9) that r(h’ + 2a-yb) 3 r(h’) r(b). Therefore, 
Sl< c* c l 
h’(mod2”-Y) b=(b l,...,b,) ‘@? y(b) 
h’.gcO(2a-Y) jbiJ<2P1 
= (..(m~:~y) &I( = 
h’.gE0(2a-Y) 
b=(bl,...,bs) 
Ibi 1~27-~ 
Furthermore, we have 
1 L= 
b=(bl,...,b,) y(b) 
One proves in the same way as Lemma 3.7 that 
for any even integer k > 4, (5.22) 
and, consequently, 
s, < ; + 2 log 24’ c* 1 
h(mod2a-Y) 
r(h)’ 
h.B =0(2”-Y) 
To estimate Ss , we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.3 to obtain 
s,= 1+& ( - .(m;;y) ,a, )s-1. 
Now one proves in the same way as Lemma 3.7 that 
for any even integer k > 2, (5.24) 
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Together with (5.21) and (5.23), this shows (5.20). 
In view of Theorem 3.8, the above theorem yields an estimate for D, in terms 
of pi(A, 29. In the special cases h = 3(8) and X = 5(8), the following improve- 
ments can be achieved. 
THEOREM 5.8. If m = 2” with 01 > 3 and X z 5(8), then 
PI(~ m) < 4’&(& 2”-2) + (1 + (10/m))s - 1. (5.25) 
PA& m) < 3%(h, 2*-l) + (~t;;‘,8 &(A, 2=-s) + (1 + t,” - 1 
1 
(( 
94 s 
+ 2 .2l/2 l + -d 
- 1 -$)“,. 
( 
(5.26) 
Proof. In the first case, we have P,(h, m) given by (5.17). We go through 
the proof of (5.20) with g = x and y  = 2. In this special case, we can replace 
(5.22) by& l/b = 3 and (5.24) byC&,,d4j l/i a 1 = Q, which yields already 
(5.25). 
In the second case, we recall that by (5.18) &‘,(A, m) is given by 
P&4 m) = C* &+& c 1 1 - = T I  + 21/2 T2. 
y(h) 
h(mod m) 
l&=0(2=-‘) 
h(modm) 
gcd(h.X,m)=2”-s 
(5.27) 
Now T1 can be estimated by the same method by which (5.20) was established. 
Indeed, we can carry out these arguments for the case y  = 1 as well, the only 
changes occurring in (5.22), which is replaced by & l/b = 1, and in (5.24), 
which is replaced by Ca*(mod2j l/l a ) = 1. In this way, we obtain (with g = x), 
Tl < 38R,(A, 29 + (1 + (2/m))s - 1. (5.28) 
Next, we split up the sum T, into two parts, according as h E+ 0(2a-3) or h E 
O(29. Thus, 
T2= C 
h(mod m) 
1 
- = u, + u, . (5.29) 
r(h) 
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To estimate U, , we write the lattice points h in the range of summation of this 
sum in the form h = h’ + 2a-3b with b’ = (A, ,..., h,‘) E Z”, b = (b, ,..., b,) E Z”, 
-F4 ( hj’ < P-4 for 1 < j < s and -4 < bi < 4 for 1 < j < s. We note 
that h’ # 0. Furthermore, the condition gcd(h . A, WZ) = 2a-3 is equivalent to 
h . h z 2a-3(2a--2), which is satisfied if and only if one of the following con- 
ditions holds: (i) h’ . h G 0(20l-~) and b h = l(2); (ii) h’ . A = 2”-3(2”-“) and 
b . h E O(2). Using r(h + 2a-sb) 3 r(h’) r(b), which is shown similarly to 
(5.9), we get 
u,< c* J-- 
h’(mod2a-s) W) 
h’.J. 30(2”9 
+ 
1 
c __ 
h’(mod2a-3) r(h’) )( 
h’.x&-3(2”-2) 
where b is restricted to the lattice points (b, ,..., b,) with -4 < bj < 4 for 
1 < j < s. Letting V stand for the first sum on the right-hand side of the above 
inequality, we obtain 
u,<v c & + (R,(h 2n-3) - v> c -!- * 
b&2) tdO(2) y(b) 
Since b . h = O(2) is equivalent to b, + ... + 6, = O(2), we have 
b.b=0(2) lb I <4 
Similarly, one shows that 
c 
bA(2) 
& = ; (!A,” -; (- !J, 
and so 
u~+((g-(-~)s) + f (RI@, 2”-3) - V) ((;)” + (- $“) 
= i (g)” R,(A, P-3) + k (- i)” (qh, 2a-3) - 217) 
ej l . qp &(A, 2”-3). (5.30) 
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For a lattice point h in the range of summation of U, , we write h = 2a-sa with 
a = (a, ,..., a,) E Z* and -4 < a, < 4 for 1 < j < s. Then the condition 
gcd(h . X, m) = 2a-3 is equivalent to a . X = l(2), and hence to aI + ... + a, 3 
l(2). Therefore, 
Now we use the method of estimating S, in the proof of Theorem 5.7 (see also 
the proof of Theorem 5.3) with y  = 3, but noting that a = 0 is now included 
in the range of summation and replacing (5.24) by x.o*(mods) l/l a 1 = 47/12, to 
obtain 
2 l - (1 + z)s, 
n(mods) r(F-“a) - 
By the same method, we can show that 
1 34 * 
3m’ 1 
Altogether, we get 
u, = ; (1 + 2)” - ; (1 - Z)“, 
and because of (5.29) and (5.30) it follows that 
,f <i 31”+1 
2--- 2 
. 6” &(A, 29 + ; (( 1 + 2)’ - (1 2 +JS), 
which, together with (5.27) and (5.28), implies (5.26). 
By virtue of Theorem 3.8, one can thus estimate Pr(A, m) in terms of pr(h, 2a-a) 
in the case X E 5(S) and in terms of pl(X, 29 and pl(X, 29 in the case h = 3(8). 
This, in turn, leads to estimates for D, in terms of these numbers by Theorem 5.5 
and (5.19). 
6. DISTRIBUTION OF PAIRS 
We turn now to a detailed investigation of the case s = 2. Here we are con- 
cerned with the distribution of the points x,, = (xi, x,), x1 = (x1 , ~a),..., 
x.+~ = (a+, q) in [O, 1)2, where x0, x1 ,... is the sequence of pseudo-random 
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numbers in [0, 1) generated by the homogeneous linear congruential method 
with modulus m and multiplier h and where r is the period of this sequence. 
We note again that T is also the exponent to which h belongs mod m. 
We start the discussion of the special case s = 2 with a refinement of Theorem 
3.4. The improved result reads as follows. 
THEOREM 6.1. Ifs = 2, then for any prime m > 5 there exists a primitive root 
A, mod m with 
R(X, , m) K 
1 
2 
+(m - 1) ( r 
log m + - $(:log+(m - 1) +A). 
Proof. Because of (3.6), it suffices to estimate the sum R defined in the proof 
of Theorem 3.4. We have again 
R= c* 1 c 1, 
h(modm) y(h’ m’ 
h.&VZ) 
where the inner sum is extended over all primitive roots X mod m with 1 < X < 
m - 1 satisfying h . h E O(m). For h = (h, , h,) from the range of summation of 
the outer sum, the congruence h . A = h, + h,X = O(m) has one solution if 
h, # 0 and h, = -h&(m) for some primitive root A mod m, and no solution 
in all other cases. Therefore, 
R= (6-l) 
Since for fixed h, + O(m) the integers -h,X, with h running through the 
$(m - 1) pairwise incongruent primitive roots mod m, are pairwise incongruent 
mod m, it follows from obvious monotonicity properties of r(h, m) that 
c l 
d(rn-1)/a 1 2 d(n-1)/2 rh 
n r(--h,k m) 
<2 c - c m 
csc - . 
hsl r(h, m) = m 
(6.2) 
h=l 
The last sum is estimated by the method of Lemma 2.3. This yields 
~cm-l)/2 
c 
ah 
h=l 
csc y&- < csc ; + m  
s 
arh(m-l)ll?n 
csc t dt 
T  ?rlm 
tan(r$(m - 1)/4m) = csc ; + 9 log ~ 
tan(rrj2m) f 
Now the function 
f(u) _ tanW(m - lW4 
tan u 
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is increasing for 0 < u < ?~/+(m - l), so that for these u we get 
= “2l’: - ‘)$(m - 1). 
By using this inequality with u = rr/2m, we obtain 
ob7b-1)/2 
c csc p < csc 5 + m log 
4(21’2 - 1) 
m - 1). 
h=l 
97 77 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we note that sin(rr/m) > 3/m for m 3 6, so that 
*b-1)/2 
c 
4(21/2 - 
csc$<310g#-l)+(i+-$log ~ 
1) 
m 
h=l 
< 3 log +(m - 1) + $ 
for m > 6. It is easily checked that the last upper bound is also valid for m = 5. 
Because of (6.2) we get 
; ,(-iA, m) < ;1og +(m - 1) + & 
for every h, + O(m), and together with (6.1) this yields 
From (2.7) we get 
and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 6.2. The exceptional cases in Theorem 6.1 are trivial. For m = 2, 
we have only the primitive root A,, = 1 mod 2 in the least residue system mod 2, 
yielding R(1, 2) = 4 if s = 2. F or m = 3, we have only the primitive root 
A,, = 2 mod 3 in the least residue system mod 3, yielding R(2, 3) = 8127 if 
s = 2. 
In the special case s = 2, it is also possible to give an improvement of Theorem 
4.4 for all prime moduli m that are not too small. 
607/7.6/z-4 
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THEOREM 6.3. Let s = 2, and let m be a prime. If  $(m - 1) > 12, then there 
exists a primitive root A, mod m with 
fl(ho , ml > d(m - 1) 3log&$(m-1) * 
If $(m - 1) 3 32, then there exists a primitive root A,, mod m with 
flPo 9 4 > 
+(m - 1) 
2 log &(m - 1) ’ 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
Proof. We proceed in analogy with the proof of Theorem 4.4. Set 
Wm - 1) 
to= log@(m-1) ’ 
where C = 6 in the first case and C = + in the second case. We note that for a 
lattice point h = (h, , h2) + O(m) with either h, = O(m) or h, E O(m), there is 
no primitive root X mod m with h . h E O(m). Therefore, instead of (4.9) it 
suffices now to check 
4 4to) < +(m - 11, 
where A,(t,) is defined in Lemma 4.1. By this lemma, we have 
&to) G 4to(log to + 1)) 
so that it suffices to check the validity of 
2c logCq5(m--l)-loglogC+(m-l)+l (1 
log Cf$(m - 1) (6.5) 
In the first case, we have C+(m - 1) > 4, and so 
+logC#(m-l)+loglogC~(m-l)~~log4+loglog4>1, 
which implies (6.5). Hence (6.3) is established. In the second case, we have 
C+(m - 1) 3 16, and so 
loglogC$(m--l)>loglog16>1, 
which implies again (6.5). Hence (6.4) is established, and the proof is complete. 
Even more important is the fact that in the case s = 2 we can show the 
existence of large values of pI(X, m) for a prime power modulus m. We distinguish 
between an odd prime power and a power of 2. For x E R, we write exp(zc) for e2. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let s = 2, and let m = pal with an odd prime p and (Y > 2. 
Then there exists a primitive root 4 mod m with 
pl(Ao ’ m, > log C+(+(m)) ’ 
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where we can choose C = 3 for a = 2 and ##(m)) >, 32, C = 6 for a 3 3 and 
W(~N 2 6 c = ?t f 01 a B 3 d 4@(m)) > 2 exp(exp(:! - (logP)lP)), d 
c = P/W - 1) f oror=3andp>71,orfora>4andm>(2p/~(p-l)) 
exp(expU2P + log P)l( P - 1))). 
Proof. For fixed m and given t > 1, we estimate first the number E(t) of 
values h with gcd(h, m) = 1 and 1 < h < m - 1 such that h * h = O(m) for some 
lattice point h = (h, , h,) # 0 with r(h) < t and -m/2 < h, , h, < m/2. We 
note that if h . A = h, + h,A s O(m) f or some h with gcd(A, m) = 1 and h 
as before, then necessarily h, # 0 and h, # 0. Since h * A = O(m) implies 
(-h) . A = O(m), it suffices to consider those h with ha > 0. We classify these 
lattice points h according to the value of gcd(h, , m). If gcd(h, , m) = py, where 
0 < v < a, and if h, + h,h = O(m) with gcd(h, m) = 1, then it follows that 
gcd(h, , m) = py. Moreover, in this case the congruence has py solutions h with 
1 < h < m - 1. Therefore, 
LX-1 
E(t) < c p(number of (h, , h,) E Z2 
v=o 
with h, > 0, gcd(h, , m) = gcd(h, , m) = py, and 0 < / h,h, 1 < t). 
Since the counting function in the above inequality counts (-h, , h.J whenever it 
counts (h, , h,), we get, by setting hj = pYaj forj = 1, 2, that 
a-1 
E(t) < 2 C P%(t)> 
v-0 
where N,(t) is the number of (a, , a,) with positive integers a, and a, such that 
gcd(a, , p) = gcd(a, , p) = 1 and ala2 < t/psY. But N,(t) = 0 as long as 
p” > t, so that 
E(t) < 2 ; NW) with B = [(log t)/2 logp]. 66) 
V=O 
To estimate N,(t), 0 < v < B, we observe that 
tthm 
N,(t) = c (number of a, E Z with 1 < a, < t/a,pzY and p +’ a,) 
a,-1 
9*a* 
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Furthermore, for any positive integer k we have 
~~~=~~~-~~~~l+log,-~log([~] t1) 
PW 
and so 
< I + log k - ; log ; = 
log P ~logkfl$--, 
P 
N,(t) < 
(P - 1>t 
P !2v+1 ( 
P - 1 log t 
P 
p+1+ p -)+$++l 
= (P - lJ2 t log t _ (p - 'E,'2"g P2" t + e&L (2 + !y!) t + 1. 
P 2u+2 P P 
(6.7) 
I f  B > 1, i.e., if t > p2, it follows from (6.6) and (6.7) that 
< 2(P - 1) t log t _ 4(P - II2 1% P t 
P P3 
< 2(P - 1) t log t _ 4(P - 1)” log P p,2 
\ 
P P2 
B+l 
+(4+59(1-$&+3- 
P--l 
where we used pB+l < pt1/2, which is a consequence of the definition of B. By 
combining terms, we get 
E(t) < 2(p - I) 
P 
t log t 
+(4+yq+($+ 4(P - lj2 1% P 4 2 l%P tl,2 --- 
P2 P-F’ ) 
(6.8) 
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For p > 5 we have 
2P 4(P - II2 1% P 4 2 log p 2(p - 1)s --- -- -- 
P-1 Pa P P2 
< 
pe ((&)8 - 2 l%P) 
< 2(p - lj2 
(( 1 
5 3 - 2 log 5 
p2 4 ) 
< 0 , 
and this inequality is easily checked for P = 3, so that it holds for all odd primes 
p. We conclude therefore from (6.8) that 
E(t) < 2(p - l) 
P 
t log t + (4 + F) t for t 3 p2. (6.9) 
In the case B = 0, i.e., if t < p2, we can simplify matters by using the trivial 
inequality N,(t) < & A,(t), where A,(t) is defined in Lemma 4.1. It follows then 
from this lemma and from (6.6) that 
E(t) < 2t log t + 2t for 1 < t < p2. (6.10) 
As an immediate consequence of the definition of E(t) and of the fact that there 
are $($(m)) primitive roots mod m in the least residue system mod m, we observe 
that if to >, 1 is such that 
Wo) < d(+(m>), (6.11) 
then there exists a primitive root h, mod m with p,(h, , m) > to . Therefore, to 
conclude the proof, it suffices to show that the number 
CMmN to = log CWmN 
satisfies (6.11) under the conditions stipulated in the theorem. 
If 01 = 2, $(4(m)) > 32, and C = 8, we clearly have 1 < to < p2, so that 
(6.10) and the argument in the proof of Theorem 6.3 lead to (6.11). 
To deal with the next two cases, we observe first that (6.9) can be simplified by 
using log t > 2 logp in order to obtain 
E(t)<2tlogt+4t+;(logp--logt)<2tlogt+(4-~)t, 
(6.12) 
an inequality which holds also for 1 < t < p2 in view of (6.10) and the fact that 
(2 logp)/p < (2 log 3)/3 for all p > 3. In order to establish (6.11), it suffices 
then, by virtue of (6.12), to check the validity of 
2C log c+(+(m>) - log log ‘&$trn)) + 2 - (log dip < 1. 
log C&W) 
(6 13) 
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If a > 3, +(4(m)) 3 66, and C = 5, we have 
; log Ww4) + log log We) 2 $ log 7 + log log F > 2 - (logp)/p, 
which implies (6.13). If ol 3 3, $(4(m)) > 2 exp(exp(2 - (logp)/p)), and 
C = 4, we have 
which implies again (6.13). 
If C = p/2@ - I), we may write t, in the form 
NP - 1) 
to = 2P l%@$(P - 1)/2P) 
(6.14) 
because of 4($(m)) = p”-‘(p - 1) #(p - 1). Next, we claim that this value of t, 
satisfies to > p2 under the conditions of the theorem allowing C = p/2(p - 1). 
Indeed, if OL > 5, then we have 
FKP - 1Y2P > &P”, 
and since u/log u is increasing for u > e, we obtain 
t, > P4 P4 2 log &p4 =8logp-2log2 >p21 
where the last inequality is valid because of p2 > 8 log p - 2 log 2, 
which is shown by inspection for p = 3 and holds for all other odd primes p 
by virtue of the increasing behavior of the function f(u) = u2 - 8 log u for 
u > 2. If a! = 4, thenp = 3 is ruled out by the condition 
ma 2P +(p - 1) exp exp ( ( 
2P + l%P 
1) p-l ’ 
so that we may assume p > 5. But then 
MP - 1) > p3 
2p ” 
and so 
P3 to > - 1ogps >P2, 
where the last inequality follows from p > 3 log p for p >, 5, which is checked 
immediately for p = 5 and holds for all other p > 5 because of the increasing 
behavior of the function g(u) = u - 3 log u for u > 3. In the remaining case, 
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namely, (L = 3 and p > 71, we check t, > p” directly for the primes p with 
71 < p < 89. Next, we consider the primes p with 89 < p < 211. In this 
case, p - 1 has at most three distinct prime divisors, so that, with 4 standing for 
a generic prime divisor, we get 
HP - 1) = (P - 1) -HI1 (1 - a, a ; * ;. ; (P - 1) = ; (P - 1). 
Therefore, r@(p - 1)/2p >, (2/15)pz(p - l), and so 
2P2(P - 1) 2P2(P - 1) 
roa 15log$.p2(p-1) ’ 15(3logp-logy) >p2 
because of &(p - 1) > 3 log p - log J# for p 3 89, as is easily verified. 
For p > 211, we first exhibit a simple lower bound for $(p - 1). Let p - 1 = 
nb, & be the canonical factorization of p - 1. Then 
4(P - 1) 
(p - 1)3/a = fj (4i - 1) qYi’*)-i 3 fi (& - 1) 413'4, i=l 
and since qi - 1 > qf/* for qi > 5, we get 
2 1 
f$(P - 1) b 69/4 (p - l)3’4 > 2p3’* for p 3 211. 
Therefore, +(p - 1)/2p > fpn/*, and so 
P 11/a P 1114 
G’ 4log~pii/* = 11 logp-4log4 ‘p2 
because of psi* > 11 log p - 4 log 4 for p > 211. Thus, the value to from (6.14) 
satisfies to > p2 in all cases. According to (6.9), we have then 
E(t ) 0 < 2(p - l) 
P 
to log to + (4 + F) to. 
We shall show that this upper bound is, in turn, bounded by +(+(m)) = 
pas@ - 1) $(p - l), thereby establishing (6.11). It suffices to prove that 
( kd+p - 1)/2P) - 1% k(ti(P - lY2P) 
+ (4 + (2 1% PYPX Pi2(P - 1)) 1 h&MP - 1)/2P) < 1 , 
or, equivalently, that 
log log ?op- 1) > 2P + 1% P 
p-l * 
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I f  01 > 4, this follows from the condition 
mb 
2P 
$(p - 1) exp exp ( ( 
2p +logP 
1) p-l * 
Finally, if (Y = 3 andp > 71, then 
log log m+(P - 1) 
2P 
= log log pa +cp2- l) > log log(71)2 > 
142 + log 71 
70 
> 2P +l%P 
’ P-1 
because of the decreasing behavior of the last expression. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let s = 2, let m = 2” with 01 >, 9, and let b = 1, 3, 5, or 7. 
Then there exists a A, = b(8) with 
fl(Xo , 4 > Cmllog Cm, 
where we can choose C = &for a > 9, C = $ for (Y > 13, C = $ for a 3 18, 
and C = $for 01 >, 31. 
Proof. For fixed m and given t >, 1, let E(t) be the number of values X = 
b(8) with 1 < h < m - 1 such that h . h = O(m) for some lattice point h = 
(h, , h,) # 0 with r(h) < t and -m/2 < h, , h, < m/2. As in the beginning 
of the proof of Theorem 6.4, we may confine the attention to lattice points h 
with h, # 0 and h, > 0. We classify these h according to the value of gcd(h,, m). 
If  gcd(h, , m) = 2, where necessarily 0 < Y < 01, then gcd(h, , m) = 2” as in 
the proof of Theorem 6.4. Thus we can write hj = 2”ai for j = 1,2, where a2 is 
odd and positive and a, is odd. The condition r(h) < t is then equivalent to 
/ ala2 1 < t/4”. Therefore, we need only consider those Y with v  < B = [log t/ 
log 41. If  we assume t < m from now on, then it follows from OT >, 9 that 
B < 01 - 4. We note also that if h, + h,h = O(m) with h = b(8), then a, + 
a,X = 0(2=-“), and so necessarily a, + a,b = O(8); the number of solutions h 
of h, + h,h = O(m) in the least residue system mod m is then 2”. Altogether, 
we get 
w < i 2”M”W for 1 <t < 112, (6.15) 
v=o 
where A!&(t) is the number of lattice points (al , az) with a2 odd and positive, 
a, + a,b E O(8), and j ala2 1 < t/4”. For 0 < v  < B, we have 
[t/4? 
M,(t) = c (number of a, E Z with a, z --a,b(8) and 1 a, / < t/4Ya3) 
L$=l 
a,odd 
(6.16) 
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We claim that 
<1 +;log(k+1) for k > 0. 
Forh 3 l,wehave 
log(h + 1) - log h = jhk+' $ = jhh+l” f f f  + Jhh+l” dX 
2/2+1-x 
(6.17) 
=I 
h+1/2 2h + 1 dx 
h x(2h + 1 - x) * 
Since (2h + I)“/4 is the absolute maximum of the function f(x) = x(2h + 
1 - x), it follows that 
2h+l > 4 
x(2h + 1 - x) ‘-2Lq 
for O<x<2h+l, 
and so 
log(h + 1) - log h > Jhh+l’a -L!JL = --A-- 
2h + 1 2h + 1 
for h>l. 
Consequently, 
k 1 
h;l 2h + 1 
< ; i (log(h + 1) - log h) = ; log(k + 1) for k >, 0, 
h=l 
which implies (6.17). We apply (6.17) with k = [i[t/&] - &] and obtain from 
(639, 
%(t) G y& + -I- 1% (&i + ;, + 2 (& + ;, 22v+s 
t log t =22v+3- (2v + l)(l% w 22Vf2 + 4’+1 AL+;. 
Together with (6.15), this leads to 
+ ; 2B+l. 
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Since 28 < tl12 by the definition of B, it follows that 
E(t) < + t log t + (; - F) t - w iO 5 
log t 
+ (1 + y - 7) w. 
If t > 2e8, then B >, 6, and so 
E(t) < ; t log t + (; - T) t -F iO $, 
which leads to 
E(t) < it log t + (2.002)t for 2e8 < t < m. 
If t > 256, then B > 4, and from (6.18) we get 
E(t) < $ t log t + (; - Y) t - 
log 256 
+ (1 + v - T) tv 
t+ 1 ( 
1 --- 
16 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
7 log2 tl/Z -~ 
8 1 
7 log2 t 
128’ 1 
which implies 
E(t) < it log t + (2.07)t for 256 < t < m. 
If t > 16, then B > 2, and from (6.18) we get 
E(t) < ; t log t + (; - v) t - q tO $ 
log 16 + (1 + y - Tj t’P 
3 log 2 z.z ; t log t + (; - Y) t - T + (1 - -& w 
(6.20) 
< $ t log t + (; - 
3 log 2 y+$--,r)t, 
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which implies 
E(t) < a t log t + (2.34) t for 16 < t < m. (6.21) 
As an immediate consequence of the definition of E(t), we observe that if to 2 1 
is such that 
E(to) < m/8, (6.22) 
then there exists a h, = b(8) with h(h, , m) > t, . Therefore, to prove the 
theorem, it suffices to show that the value 
to = Cm/log Cm, 
with the constant C chosen in accordance with the stipulations of the theorem, 
satisfies (6.22). This is carried out as in the proof of Theorem 6.4, using (6.21) 
for the first case, (6.20) for the second case, and (6.19) for the last two cases. 
7. DISTRIBUTION OFPAIRS: EXISTENCE OF h WITH SMALL Q,(h, m) RFSP. P&I, m) 
For an odd prime power m and a primitive root X mod m, the figure of merit 
Ql(X, m) was introduced in (5.5). W e recall that for a prime modulus m the 
existence of a primitive root h, mod m for which the related figure of merit 
R(A, , m) is small can be shown for all dimensions s > 2 (see Theorem 3.4). 
If m is again an odd prime power modulus, an analogous result for Q,(h, m) 
can be established at least in the case s = 2. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let s = 2 and let m = pa with an odd prime p and OL > 2. 
Then there exists a primitive root A,, mod m with 
8(p - Qdh 4 < 1) log2 m , 
Pww) 
+ 16 log 2p .- 
P 
Proof. Let Q denote the expression 
Q = C Qz,(h 4, (7.1) 
A 
where the sum is extended over all primitive roots X mod m with 1 < X < m - 1. 
By the definition of Q,(h, m) we have 
Q=$+ X*&+&C C* L 
A h(modm) A b(modm) W 
Il.2 30(m) b.X =o(pa-‘) 
L&4+-B. 
P-1 
(7.2) 
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We note that 
A= I* --& 2 1. (7.3) 
h(modm) 
h.b 20(m) 
I f  h = (hi , ha) belongs to the outer range of summation in (7.3) and h . A = 
h, + h,A : O(m) for some h with gcd(X, m) = 1, then necessarily h, # 0 and 
ha # 0. We split up the outer sum in (7.3) according to the value of gcd(h, , m) = 
pi, 0 < v  < 01. It is easily seen that the inner sum in (7.3) vanishes unless we also 
have gcd(h, , m) = pv. In this case, the inner sum is at most py. Writing hj = 
pYaj for j = 1, 2, we thus obtain 
CC-1 
A<~P” c c 
1 
l-0 a,(mod p”-“) a&nodfi”-*) rW4 Wa2) 
PTa, PT% 
= “t’p-‘( c &)I = 4 gp-v (‘“5’ij2. 
lJ=O &nod P-“) 
Pro Pfa 
(7.4) 
Using (5x10), we get for every odd integer k 3 3 that 
<logk-;log([~] +1) 
PTa 
< P - 1 log k + 1% 2P -. 
P P 
By inserting this upper bound in (7.4), it follows that 
A < 4 ;$;p-v (9 
log 2p 2 
log pa-” + ~ 
P 1 
= 4(P - II2 h2P 
P2 Y (a - v)2 
=-’ (Y - v  
5-0 P 
+ 8(p - l)(log p)(log 2p) 
P2 
c- 
“+I P 
4(p - I)2 1ogap OL 
z1 v2pY + 
8( P - l)(log PPx 2~) L1 
mP2 mP2 zvp 
+ 4(m-l)log22p 
mP(P - 1) * 
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By differentiating the identity Et, xy = (xa+l - 1)/(x - l), x # 1, one shows 
that 
i vxv = 
c4x~+~--(a+l)X~+l+X 
(x - 1)s (7.5) l-1 
and 
i v2xy = 
dxoL+8 - (2a2 + 2or - 1) xa+2 + (LX + 1)2 x”+l - x2 - x 
(x - 1)s (7.6) V=l 
for x # 1. Using (7.5) and (7.6) with x = p,.we get 
A < m~2~~~lj (c3mp3 - (20~~ + 201 - 1) mp2 + (a + 1)2 mp - p2 - p) 
+ f-w% P)(h2 2P> 
mP”(P - 1) 
(mp2 - (a + 1) mp + p) + 4’mm$)~~~ 2p 
< 4c? log2p - p;;f f) (p(c? + 201 - 1) - (a + 1)2) + * 1; 2p a log p 
4(m l) log 2p - + - 
mP(P - 1) 
(log 2p 2 log p), 
and so it follows easily that 
A <(4--%)log2m+ 81~2p logm. (7.7) 
Next, we consider 
B= c* & c 1. 
h(mod m) 
h.X =&P-l) 
Since the inner sum is $(+(m)) whenever h = O(p+l), we get 
B = W(m)) c* c 1 =wwc +D* 
h(mod m ) 
b =O(fP’-1) h+ow-1) h.lE&‘) i 
(7.8) 
Now 
c= -g .J- 
1D/21 1 Lv/21 1 
h(mod m) 44 
= 4 h;l p”-lh + 4 ,,& p2a-2h,h2 
a=o(p-*) 
(7.9) 
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by (5.10). Next, we estimate 
D== c 
h(mod m) 
+iy c l. 
h 
h$o(p-1) h.I=o(p=-1) 
(7.10) 
If  h = (h, , ha) belongs to the outer range of summation in (7.10) and h . h = 
h, + hah E O&-r) for some X with gcd (A, m) = 1, then necessarily h, + 
O(p”-I) and ha $ O(p”-l). We split up the outer sum in (7.10) according to the 
value of gcd(h, , m) = pV, 0 < v  < 01 - 2. It is easily seen that the inner sum in 
(7.10) vanishes unless we also have gcd(h, , m) = pi. In this case, the inner sum 
is at most p “+l. Writing hi = ya, for j = 1,2, we thus obtain 
a-2 
D < 1 ~+l c c 
1 
v=O al(modpa-“) az(modpa-“) Wal) Wa2) 
PfQ, P*a, 
= z P-v+1 (a(m;pE-“) A)’ = 4p 7 P-” (+jy’ i)’ 
v=o 
Pfa Pfa 
= 4p 2 P-Y (‘“g;“’ !J  - $T ([El A$ 
Pf’a 
Since the first term in the last expression is, up to the factor p, identical with the 
upper bound in (7.4), it follows from (7.7) that 
D < (4p - 4) log2 m + 8(log 2p) log m - z 
By combining this with (7.8) and (7.9) we get 
B < (4p - 4) log2 m + 8(log 2p) log m + 4P4MmN log P 
m 
) qq2(“‘“,‘“’ q 
h=l 
< (4p - 4) log2 m + 8(log 2p) log m + 4PWW) log P m 
Together with (7.2) and (7.7) we obtain 
Q < 4(P - 2) 8(~ - 2) log 2~ 
P 
log2 m + 
P(P - 1) 
log m + 4 log2 m 
+ 8 log 2~ 
P--l 
log m + 4MM4) log P 
(P - l>m 
- “‘P *) log2 m + 16 log 2p 
P 
log m + 4PWW) log P 
(P--k * 
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From (7.1) and the fact that there are #(4(m)) primitive roots mod m in the least 
residue system mod m, the desired result follows immediately. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let s = 2 and let m = pa with an odd prime p and OL > 2. 
Then there exists a primitive root &, mod m such that the discrepancy D*(,,#, of the 
associated sequence x,, , x1 ,..., x~(~)-~ in [0, 1)” satisfies 
D < 4(p - 1) log2 m + 8 1% 2~ PhzP 2 r(m) 
PM(m)) P 
.-+(I+- ;. 
W(4) ) 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 7.1, Corollary 5.2, and (5.6). 
We now turn to moduli m that are powers of 2. For such m, we have introduced 
a figure of merit Pl(A, m) in (5.17) and (5.18) for h E 5(8) and h E 3(8), respec- 
tively. We treat these two cases separately. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let s = 2 and let m = 2” with ol > 3. Then there exists a 
h, z 5(8) with 
PlGh9 ml < 
16 log2 m 5 logm 71 
m --+=. 2m 
Proof. Let P denote the expression 
P = C P&4 ml, 
A 
(7.11) 
where the sum is extended over all h = 5(8) in the least residue system mod m. 
It follows from (5.17) that 
P= c* -$-$ 1 1. 
h(mod m) A 
il.), =0(2=-y 
The inner sum has the value m/8 whenever h = O(2a-2), and so 
P=F c* &+ c C 1 = ; A + B. (7.12) 
h(mod m) 
h=0(2”-‘) 
h(mod m) 
-& 
h oo(2m-*) h.n.=&2~-9 
We have 
A= C*-&x* ’ 
= 
~~.p@2) h(mod4) r(2a-2h) 
h$l r(2l-a) r - ’ 
160 
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A++!!$ (7.13) 
Next we consider 
B= c 1 1 1. 
h(mod m) 0) ~ 
h+o(2*-2) h~5-0(2-2) 
If h = (h, , h,) belongs to the outer range of summation in (7.14) and h . P, = 
h, + h,X = 0(2a-2) f or some h = 5(8), then necessarily h, + O(29 and 
ha f 0(2”9. We split up the outer sum in (7.14) according to the value of 
gcd(h, , m) = 2”, 0 < v < (Y - 3. It is easily seen that the inner sum in (7.14) 
vanishes unless we also have gcd(h, , m) = 2. We set hi = 2Yaj forj = 1,2 and 
a = (a1 , a,), then 
a-3 
B=x C e-i-- 
r(2Ya) c 1. 
“=O a(mod2”-Y) 
al,azodd a.4-Y-2) 
Suppose a! > 4 from now on. Since A = 8t + 5, 0 < t < 2a-3, the condition 
a . h E O(2a-u-2) is equivalent to 8a,t = -a, - 5~,(2~-~-~). If 0 < v < LY. - 5, 
then gcd(8a,, 2ol-V--2) = 8, so that necessarily a, + 5a, = O(8); in this case, the 
number of solutions t is 2y+z. If v - ~1 - 4, then gcd@a, , 24--y-2) = 4, so that L 
necessarily a, + a2 = O(4); in this case, the number of solutions t is 2a-3. If 
v = OL - 3, then every t, 0 < t < 2a-3, satisfies the desired congruence. With 
empty sums being interpreted as zero, we thus obtain 
a-5 
B= C2YfZ C 1 
22y / ala2 j 
+ 2fip3 c 
1 
V=O a(mod2amv) a(modl6) 
22a-8 / a,u, 1 
a1 ,a, odd 
a,+5a,=0(8) 
aI ,a2 odd 
q+az=0(4) 
a-5 (7.15) 
= 4 c 2--y 
v=o a(mod2a-“) 
al,aaodd 
q+5ae -O(8) al ,a2 odd 
With the notation 
S’“’ = c 1 u I-1, Y 
a(mod2a-“) 
n-c(8) 
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we get for any Y, 0 < Y < OL - 3, 
c 1 u1u2 1-l = 2sysy + 2$5’ss7’ = 4psp < (Ss” + @))2 
a(modZa-*) 
ol,ap odd 
a,+sa* -O(8) 
2o-Y-s-l 
= ,c, &+(l +a-;-210g2)2 (7.16) 
by (6.17). Therefore, 
n-5 
c = c 2--y c 
v=o s(modZ@-“) 
1 ala2 I-1 < z; 2-v (1 + OL - ; - 2 log 2)2 
al,aaodd 
a,+5ao=0(8) 
u-5 
= c 2-“+(log2)~a-~“-2+~~(,-I-2)2 
v=O V=O 
c 2 - g + (log 2) a: $&- + 
v=s 
qq& 
=2-g+?!?$ 
a-2 
,cs v2y + 
A?$ z: $2 
_ loZ2 ;;“2p I 4122 ~~y2v+2--2+~~og~+~*log22. 
Using (7.5) and (7.6) with x = 2, we get 
c < log2 2 ,,(@-2)22.+1-(2a2-66~~+3)2~++1)~2”-~-6) 
+ ~ log 4 2 - 2u - 
m 
((a 2) (a - 1) 2=-l + 2) + 2 
32+4010g2+1810g22 - 
m , 
and by combining terms in a suitable manner, 
C < k log2 m + (2 - 3 log 2) log m + 2 - 6 log 2 + 11 2 log2 2 
32 + 32 log 2 + 24 log2 2 - 
m 
1 5 31 657 
< z log2 m - 64 log m + a - s . 
607126/a-5 
(7.17) 
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Furthermore, we have 
D = 1 I u1u2 j--l = 2 
a(mod 16) 
( c I = I-1)( c I a I-l) 
&nod 16) &nod 16) 
ol,a2 odd nzl(4) n =3(4) 
a,+a,=0(4) 
= 2j c 
n(modl6) 
w): 
a =1(4) 
and so 
D<;. 
Moreover, 
Ezz c Iu~u~~-~= 
a(mod8) 
aI ,a2 odd 
(7.18) 
(7.19) 
By combining (7.15), (7.17), (7.18), and (7.19), we get 
31 25 
B=4C+~D+~E<210g2m-~logm+G-~. 
Together with (7.12) and (7.13), this implies 
5 71 
P < 2 log2 m - G log m + z . 
From the definition of P and the fact that the sum in (7.11) is extended over 
m/8 values of A, the validity of the theorem follows for 01 > 4. Since P,(5,8) = 
JIs$z, the theorem is easily checked for ol = 3. 
CQROLLARY 7.4. Let s = 2 and let m = 2” with 01 > 3. Then there exists a 
A, = 5(8) such that the discrepancy Dmj4 of the associated sequence x0 , x1 ,.. ., 
x(,,~)-~ in [0, 1)2 satisfies 
8 log2 m 
Dcm 
_ 5 log m 79 
ml4 4m +&ii. 
Proof. This follows immediately from (5.13), (5.19), Theorem 7.3, and the 
fact that r = m/4 according to Remark 5.6. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let s = 2 and let m = 2~ with CY. > 4. Then there exists a 4 G 
3(8) with 
Pl(ho , ml < 
8(1 + 21/2) log2 m _ 5(1 + 2112) log m + 54 
4m 
-. m m 
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Procf. The argument is similar to that in the proof of Theorem 7.3, and so we 
only sketch it. Let P denote the expression 
P = c Pl(h 4, (7.20) 
A 
where the sum is extended over all h E 3(8) in the least residue system mod m. 
By the definition of P,(h, m) in (5.18) we get 
c 1+& c --!- W c 1 
b&2-‘) 
h(modm) 
gcdQ*I;vnJ=2a-3 
1 
=A+-B. 
The sum A is treated in the same way as the sum P in the proof of Theorem 7.3. 
This yields 
5 47 611 
A < log2 m - 32 log m + E - 225m . (7.21) 
The sum B is split up as follows:’ 
Using the equivalence of gcd(h * A, m) = 2”” with h * A = 2m-8(2+a), one gets 
by direct computation that 
++z 
and by the method of estimating the sum in (7.14), 
5 31 4317 
F < 2 log* m - a log m + G - loom 
Therefore, 
B -c 2 loga m -&logm+~+~ 
for 01 >, 5. 
for OL >, 5, 
and together with (7.21) we obtain 
P = A + &a B < (1 + 29 log2 m - 
5(1 + 21/a) 
32 
log m + 141 + 349 * 2112 
96 
+ 
9147 . 211a - 4888 
1800~~ 
< (1 + 29 logs m - 
5(1 + 2’1”) 
32 log m + 7 for OL > 5. 
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From the definition of P and the fact that the sum in (7.20) is extended over 
(m/8) values of A, the validity of the theorem follows for 01 > 5. Since 
P,(3, 16) = g + 1o9727 
11025 . 21/2 ’ 
the theorem is easily checked for 01 = 4. 
COROLLARY 7.6. Let s = 2 and let m = 2= with 01 3 4. Then there exists a 
/\o = 3(8) such that the discrepancy D, ,4 of the associated sequence x0 , x1 ,..., 
x(,,,~J-~ in [0, 1)2 satisfies 
D < 
4(1 + 2l/s) log2 m 
ml4 - 
5(1 + 21/2) log m + 29 
m 8m m’ 
Proof. This follows immediately from (5.14) (5.19), Theorem 7.5, and the 
fact that 7 = m/4 according to Remark 5.6. 
8. DISTRIBUTION OF PAIRS: RELATION TO CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
In the case s = 2, it is known that there exist certain useful connec- 
tions between the serial test and continued fraction expansions. Such a connec- 
tion with continued fractions to nearest integers (see [35, Sections 39, 431) 
is, in fact, the main feature of the work of Dieter [4, 51. Moreover, in the realm of 
optimal coefficients, the relation between certain figures of merit and a parameter 
arising from simple continued fractions was studied by Zaremba [39] (see also 
Korobov [19, Theorem 201 for an earlier result in this direction). 
We shall show in this section how to estimate the figures of merit R(X, m), 
Q(X, m), and P(A, m) in terms of parameters depending on the partial quotients 
in the continued fraction expansions of A/m and related rational numbers. 
Let m >, 2 be an integer and let X be an integer relatively prime to m. We 
expand the rational number X/m into a finite simple continued fraction 
and set 
h 
-=a +-1-J+ 
m O la, 
. . . + ,;-I 
k 
M = s:, ai . (8.1) . 
It is immaterial which one of the two possible continued fraction expansions 
of h/m one uses, although it may sometimes be advantageous to choose the one 
with a, = 1 since this could possibly decrease the value of M. 
We consider first the figure of merit R(X, m) defined in (3.2). The desired 
estimate can be deduced from the following general result. 
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THEOREM 8.1. Let s = 2, let m > 2 and h be integers relatively prime to each 
other, and let M be defined by (8.1). Then, 
h(mz,) y(; m) < wf +,;;10g2 m + (oMs)(Mm+ 2) 1% m . 
ll.)i=O(m) 
Proof. To obtain a solution of h . h = h, + h,h = O(m), one may fix a value 
of h, and determine the corresponding h, uniquely mod m. Therefore, 
. 
Using summation by parts, we get 
.ZdL) & < -g ‘y-l (csc $ - csc n’“,+ l) ) s, 
h.),eO(m) 
+ & qmj2, csc * , (8.2) 
where 
From the theory of continued fractions (see [35, Satz 2.17, p. 44, and Eq. (12), 
p. 371) it follows that 
for 1 <h<m-1. (8.3) 
To estimate S,, for a fixed h with 1 < h < [m/2], we observe that for integers u 
and v  with 1 < u < v  < h we have 
by (8.3). Consequently, 
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We conclude from (8.3) and (8.4) that in each of the intervals 
[ ” 1 I[ 2 3 h+l h+2 
h(M + 2) ’ 2h(M + 2) ’ 2h(M + 2) 
1 [ 
““’ 2h(M + 2) ’ 2h(M + 2) 1 
there is at most one number of the form I/ jh/m 11, 1 < j < h, with no such number 
lying in the first interval. Therefore, 
h+l 
. S* < c csc 
j=z 2h(;‘+ 2) ’ ‘SC h(MT+ 2) 
+ [*+l csc 2h(;+ 2) dx 
= ‘SC h(M; 2) + 
2h(M + 2) dA+l)/BhWf+2) csc t dt TT 
= ‘SC h(MT+ 2) + 
2h(M + 2) 4h + 1) 
7.r log tan 4h(M + 2) 
2hW + 2) - 
iT log tan 2h(;+ 2) 
= ‘SC h(Mn+ 2) + 
WM + 2) 
T 
log tan(n(h + l)Ph(M + 2)) 
tan(rr/2h(M + 2)) . 
Now 
tan 2h(;+ 2) > 2h(i+ 2) ’ 
and for h > 2 we have 
4h + 1) 
tan 4h(M+ ’ 
tan(rr/8) 
___ * ;&+;;) < (1.0548) 4$+-;) 
743 
since (tan x)/x is increasing for 0 < x < v/2. It follows that 
‘* -=ccsc h(MT+ 2) + 
WM + 2) 
T log(0.5274)(h + 1) for 2 < h < T . [ 1 
Furthermore, we get 
sin h(M; 2) ’ 
sin(rr/6) . 3 
7716 h(M; 2) = h(M + 2) 
for h > 2 since (sin x)/x is decreasing for 0 < x < ~-12. Altogether, we obtain 
S A < 2’Mr+ 2, h log@ + 1) + (; + ; log(0.5274)) (M + 2)h, 
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and so 
s h < ““,’ 2, h log h - (O.O7385)(M + 2)h + 2’“,’ 2, 
for 2<h< $-. [ 1 
Forh = 1 wehave 
Sl 
according to (8.3), and 
sin & > 
sin(rr/3) 3(3)1/Z 
43 
.$-qz 
w + 2) ’ 
so that 
Sl=G 2 - (M + 2). 3(3)1/s 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
Next, we note that an application of the mean-value theorem yields 
?rh 
csc m - csc 
r(h + 1) n cos(rrh/m) 
m < m sin*(nh/m) 
for l<h< $-. [ 1 
Since (cos x)/sins x < x2 for 0 < x < 742, it follows that 
csc * - csc 75(h ’ ‘) < -$+- m m 
for 1 < h < [+I. (8.7) 
Let m > 8 from now on. Then, for h = 1, we may improve on (8.7) by using 
sin (2m/m) < 2 sin (n/m), which yields 
2lr 1 
csc g - csc 7 < - csc 2. 
2 
But 
and so 
sin(?r/8) w sin:>-----= 
8 sin(?r/8) 
7df3 m m ’ 
2?r 
csC+sC~ < 
m csc(7r/8) 
16 ’ w3) 
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By combining (8.2) with (8.5), (8.6), (8.7), and (8.8), we obtain 
< (M + 2) ++3) + LP + 2) 
12(3)lj2 m 7rm 
‘yf;( 2 ‘,“h” h 0.0;85 / 2~ 
+421 csc ___ 
[F] m(O.07385) [T] + a) 
< (M + 2) cs47$3) + W4’ + 2) 
12(3)112 m 
rmF-l (2 lo; h 0.0;85 / 2~ 
+ $$+ (3 [T] log k, - (;:7385) [+] + 1) 
= (M + 2) csc(n/8) + 4(M + 2) r,f-l log h 
12(3)lj2 m 7r2m h=2 h 
+ w4 + 2) log m 
77m [ I 2-- 
(O.O7385)(M + 2) + 2(k’ + 2) 
m 77m[m/2] ’ (8.9) 
We claim that 
N-1 log 11 
c 
log 2 
h < ; log2 N - 0.0727 - N for N 3 4. (8.10) 
h=2 
To show this, we first assume N > 8 and use the Euler-MacLaurin sum formula 
(cf. [36, pp. 14, 151) withf(x) = (log x)/x and q = 3 to obtain 
N-1 log h N-l 
c-jg-= 
h=i 
z7 f(h) = j,N-l f(x) dx + ; (f(N - 1) + f(7)) 
+ i’z (f’(N - 1) -f’(7)) 
+ ; j”-’ ({x}, - ; {x}” + ; {x}) f”‘(x) dx 
7 
=A1 2(N-l)-;log27+-2(N-1) 
2 Og 
log(N - 1) log 7 
+14 
1 -log(N-1) 1 -log7 
+ 12(N - 1)s - 588 
+ ; IN--l ({x}, - ; {x}” + ; {x,) l1 -2 log x dx. 
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By elementary calculus one finds that 
I 3 1 I 3112 t3-p2t Gjg- for Ogt<l. 
Therefore, 
< 3r/r 
‘X, I 
N-1610gx-111 dx=31/2 
36 ( 
21ug7--3- 210g(N-I)--3 
X4 343 (N - 1)3 ) ’ 
and so 
N-1 log It 
c-77 h=7 
+ 
31j2(2 log 7 - 3) 
(216)(343) 
-;1oga 7. 
By adding xi=a (log h)/Jz on both sides, we obtain 
N-1 log h 
c-s- 
< ; log2(N - IogW - 1) _ 0 0727 
l)+ 2(N-I) - 
for N > 8. 
a=2 
Using a Taylor series with remainder term, we have for some 5, N - 1 < 5 < N, 
; log2 N - ; log2(N - 1) - ‘;rIl;’ 
= log(N - 1) + 1 - log 5 log(N - 1) _ 
N-l x2 2(N- 1) 
> log(N-1) + l-log@-1) = (N-2)log(N-l)+l 
2(N - 1) 2(N - 1)8 2(N - 1)8 
> (N 2) - log 4 + 1 log 2 
2(N - I)% ’ N ’ 
and so 
N-1 log h 
c-z- 
log 2 
< ; log2 N - 0.0727 - T for N > 8. 
h-2 
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The inequality (8.10) is shown by inspection for 4 < N < 7. By induction on N, 
one establishes the inequality 
> log N - log 4 + ; for N > 4. (8.11) 
Moreover, for N 2 3 we have 
NOW we return to (8.9) and use (8.10), (8.11) and (8.12), recalling that m 3 8. 
Then we arrive at 
< (M + 2) cs+/S) + 4(J,f + 2) 1 
( 2 log2 s 0.0727 ““‘) [m/21 
- - 
12(3)1/2 m Grn 
_ (0.1477)W t; 2) 
n-m (log [q-l - log 4 + ;, 
+ 4(M + 2) v2 
( 
1 _ 1 1 2P + 2) m + log 
___- - 7r2rn 
6 [m!2] 
rrrn [ I 2 
_ (O.O7385)(M + 2) + 2(M + 2) 
m 4421 
= 2P + 2) 
7r2m 
log2 f + (1.8523)W + 2) log m 
i7-m L-1 2 
+ ( csc(7r/8) 
0.2908 
+ (O.l477)(log 
4 - -- - - 12(3)112 ~~ 77 Q) + 5 f 0.07385) 
x * + (27r - 4 log 2 - 4) !&mi$ 
< 2(M + 2) log2 m + (0.5897)W + 2) log 2 + (0.3098)W + 2) 
7r2m 2 m 2 m 
= 2(M + 2) log2 m log 16 + (0.5897 - T) (M + 2) log m 
r2rn m 
2 log2 2 
+( 772 - (0.5897) log 2 + 0.3098) F 
< 2(M + 2) log2 m + (0.309)(M + 2) log m 
r2rn m 
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Thus the theorem is shown for m 2 8. In the remaining cases m = 2, 3,..., 7, 
the desired inequality can be checked explicitly. 
COROLLARY 8.2. Let s = 2 and let m be a prime. Then for every primitive root 
A mod m we have 
W, m) < 
2(M + 2) logs m + (0.3W)(M + 2) log m 
Grn m , 
where M is dejGaed by (8.1). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 8.1 and (3.2). 
Remark 8.3. By combining Theorem 3.2 (with s = 2) and Theorem 8.1, 
one may relate D, and M whenever m is a prime modulus and X is relatively 
prime to m. This connection between D, and the continued fraction expansion 
of A/m is in accordance with results of Dieter [4, Eq. (3.24) and Theorem 4.11 
who considered the case where h is a primitive root mod m (see the remark 
following Theorem 2.4 of [4]). 
Let now m = pa, a! >, 2, be an odd prime power. For a primitive root X mod m, 
we have defined the figure of merit Q(h, m) in (5.4). To estimate Q(X, m), we also 
have to expand h/p-r into a finite simple continued fraction 
h 
pa-l =a,'+lar 
1( + . . . + ,-.Jl 
1 4 
and to introduce 
(8.13) 
The remarks following (8.1) apply in this case as well. The desired estimate for 
Q( A, m) can be derived from the following general result. 
TI-IEORBM 8.4. Let s = 2, let m be a positive composite integer, and let X be 
relatively prime to m. For a given nontrivial positive divisor d of m, write m = dd’. 
Then, 
c* 1 
r(h, 4 < 
2(M, + 2) logs d 
?rsd + ((0.309)(M, + 2) + 5 log d’ + ;) 
t!g$j] 
x + + (-$ logs d’ + (2.854) log d’ + 2.181) ;, 
where Md is dejined in terms of the continued fraction expansion of h/d in analogy 
with (8.1). 
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Proof. We write 
h.l.-O(d) h-O(d) 
L = r(h, 4 A + B. h(modm) 
h.h=O(d),h+O(d) 
(8.14) 
Using the definition of r(h, m), we have 
h-O(d) 
1 
r(hd, m> r(O, m) + c* r(hi, m) )’ 
h(modd’) 
=2 c* 1 
h(mod d’) 
m sin 7f 1) h/d’ II + 
and from (2.7) and the remark following it we conclude that 
A < (+ log d’ + ;) ; + (1 log d’ + ;,” f  . (8.15) 
Next, we consider the sum 
B= C 
1 
h(mod m) 
r(h,* 
h.l-O(d),h+O(d) 
We note that for each lattice point h = (h, , h,) occurring in the above range of 
summation we have h, + O(d) and ha + O(d). We split up the set U of integers 
h satisfying -m/2 < h < m/2 and h + O(d) as follows. If d is odd, set 
h+<lhl < 2 (k + l)d 1 for 0 < k < d’ - I. 
If d is even, set 
U, = h E z: - (’ ‘z ‘Id 
! 
<h<-yory<h< (k + l)d 
2 
forkeven,O<k<d’-1, 
and 
h E z: - (’ “2 ‘Id <k<-yory<h< (k + l)d 
2 1 
for kodd,O<k<d’-I. 
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In both cases, the U, , 0 < k < d’ - 1, define a partition of U such that each U, 
contains exactly one element from each nonzero residue class mod d. We write 
1 d-1 
B= C 
1 
hJ+Jo 
r(hl , m) r(h , m) +c c k=l h,eU,,h,cU, r(hl ,m) r(b , 4 
h.5-O(d) h.k=O(d) 
d-1 
+c c 
1 
i=l hlHJl,hBeUo r(h , m) r(h, , 4 
h.LzO(d) 
d-1 
+c c 
1 
;vk=l hlHZJ6.hg~Uk 
r(h, , m> 6 , 4 
h.l =0(d) 
= C+D+E+F. (8.16) 
We claim that 
r(h, 4 > r(h, 4 for all h E Z. (8.17) 
This is easy to check if h = O(d). For h + O(d), the inequality (8.17) follows 
from d’ sin rrITe > sin rr 11 d’0 11 for 0 < B < 4. We note also that 
r(h, m) = m sin rr 
for hEUk,O<k<d’-1. 
(8.18) 
On the basis of (8.17) we obtain 
h.k.O(d) . h&O& h.5 -O(d) 
and so Theorem 8.1 implies that 
c < 2(&I, + 2) log2 d + (0.309)(M, + 2) log d 
rr2d d 
(8.19) 
Using (8.17) and (8.18), we get 
d'-1 1 d-1 
D=C c 
csc(vk/2d’) 
k=l h,eUo,h,GJk 
@, , m) r(h, m) 
a c 
k=l h,cU,,,h,eUk 
Ql , 4m 
II.% =0(d) h+. =0(d) 
-gi c 
1 
h su dhlv 4 c 1. I 0 h-NJ, 
h.k=O(d) 
However, by a basic property of U, stated above, the innermost sum is equal to 1 
for each fixed h, , and hence 
)( ,,z;d) 'i d, 
; log 2d’ + 5) (1 log d + ;) 
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because of (2.6) and (2.7) and the remarks following these inequalities. In a 
completely analogous manner, exactly the same estimate is shown for the sum 
E in (8.16). Therefore, 
D + E < f (1 log 2d’ + ;)(; log d + ;). 
From (8.18) we infer that 
d'-1 
F=C c 
1 
isk=l h,CIi,h2eL7, 44 Y 4 +2 , 4 
b.l.-O(d) 
(8.20) 
d'-1 
<Ix c 
csc(ai/2d’) CSC(&/2d’) 1 
i*k=l h,e7Ji,h,&7, 
m2 
-- 
m2 csc $)‘(d - I), 
h.h-O(d) 
the last step depending on a basic property of the U, stated above. By (2.6) and 
the remark following it, we obtain 
F < ; (a log 2d’ + ;)” - -& (a log 2d’ + ;)“. (8.21) 
By combining (8.16) with (8.19), (8.20), and (8.21), we arrive at 
B < 2(Md + 2) log2 d 
n2d -I- ((0.309)(ill, + 2) + -$ log 2d’ + &) y 
+ (f log2 2d’ + g log 2d’ + g) ; - (a log 2d’ + ;)” f 
after a suitable rearrangement of terms. Together with (8.14) and (8.13, this 
leads to 
< 2W, + 2) log2 d 
.rr2d + ((0.309)(& + 2) + ; log 2d’ + &) y 
+ (; log2 2d’ + g 1 og 2d’ + ; log d’ + g) ; 
< Wfc2 + 2) log2 d 
.rr2d + ((0.309)(Md + 2) + -$ log d’ + $) y 
+ (; log2 d’ + (2.854) log d’ + 2.181) $, 
where we wrote log 2d’ = log 2 + log d’ and estimated constants. 
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COROLLARY 8.5. Let s = 2, let m = p” with p an oddprime and (II > 2, and let 
h be a primitiwe root mod m. Then, 
Q(h ml -=-I 
2(M + 2)(p - 2) logs m 2W’ + 2113 W(m/P) 
T”(P - l)m + .rr2(p - 1)m 
+ (0.309)(M + 2)(p - 2) log m 
(P - l)m 
+ ((0.309)(M’ + 2) + ; logp + ;) ;;.$$ 
+ (f log2 P + (2.854) log P + 2.181) (p T l)m , 
where M is dejmd by (8.1) and M’ by (8.13). 
Proof. According to (5.4), we have 
The result follows thus immediately from Theorems 8.1 and 8.4. 
Remark 8.6. By combining Corollary 5.2 (with s = 2) and Corollary 8.5, 
one finds a relation between Qrn) , M, and M’ whenever h is a primitive root 
modulo the odd prime power m = pal, (Y >, 2. This connection between D+crn) 
and the continued fraction expansions of h/m and h/pa-l is in accordance with 
results of Dieter [4, Eq. (3.23) and Theorem 4.11. The method of Dieter is 
restricted to primitive roots (see [4, remark following Theorem 2.41). We note 
that if one uses Theorem 8.4 together with Theorem 5.1 (and drops the third term 
on the right-hand side of (5.1) for simplicity), one can establish a connection 
between D, and the continued fraction expansion of h/pa-* for all those X satis- 
fying the conditions of Theorem 5.1. . :i - 
P If the modulus m is a power of 2, say m = 2” with OL >, 3, we distinguish,;as 
usual, between the cases X = 5(8) and h = 3(8). For both cases, we need the 
expansion of h/2a-2 into a finite simple continued fraction 
and we define 
(8.22) 
The remarks following (8.1) apply here again. For h E 5(8), we have introduced 
the figure of merit P(h, m) in (5.15). This can now be estimated as follows. 
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THEOREM 8.7. Let s = 2, let m = 2= with a! >, 3, and let X = 5(8). Then, 
W, 4 <: 
8(M” + 2) log2(m/4) 
7rzm 
+ ((1.236)(M” + 2) + 6.507) 1og(mm’4) 
18.273 
f7’ 
where M” is defined by (8.22). 
Proof. According to (5.15) we have 
P(,\, m) = 
1 
h(mod m) 
r(h,* 
h.X -o(za-*) 
We write 
W4  = c 1 --AA-t. 
Mmodm) 
r(h, 4 
h=0(2”-2) h.h-O(2”-2),h~O(2G-2) 
(8.23) 
The sum A is treated like its counterpart in the proof of Theorem 8.4, so that 
A=; c* 
h(mod4) 
cscall;~!+-$( 
+ 4(2)‘/” + 9 
m2 * 
(8.24) 
We split up the sum B in the same way as in (8.16). Thus, we write 
B=C+D+E+F, 
where we have 
(8.25) 
c < 8(&f” + 2) log2(m/4) + (1.236)(M” + 2) log(m/4) 
n2rn m 
(8.26) 
by (8.19). Again from the proof of Theorem 8.4 we find that 
where we used (2.7) and the remark following it in the second inequality. 
Similarly, we get 
26.112 
%$(&csc$)~(~-~) <+-7. (8.28) 
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By combining (8.25), (8.26), (8.27) and (8.28) we arrive at 
B < 8(M” + 2) log2(f44) 
nam 
+ ((1.236)(M” + 2) + 6.507) 1og;‘4) 
10.616 26.112 
+y--. 
??a2 
Together with (8.23) and (8.24), this leads to the desired inequality. 
Remark 8.8. By combining the inequality (5.13)(with s = 2) and Theorem 
8.7, one finds a relation between Dmll and M” whenever m = 2”, cx 3 3, and 
h = 5(S). This connection between Dm,* and the continued fraction expansion 
of h/2”-s is in accordance with results of Dieter [4, Eq. (3.19) and Theorem 
4.1; 51. 
For m = 2”, 01 > 4, and X = 3(8), we have introduced the figure of merit 
P(h, m) in (5.16). This quantity can be estimated as follows in terms of con- 
tinued fraction parameters. 
THEOREM 8.9. Let s = 2, let m = 2~ with IX > 4, and let h = 3(8). Then, 
P(h, m) < ((M’ + 2) + 2l”(M” + 2)) 4 Efirn + @.057)(M + 2) 
+ (1.936)(M” + 2) + 6.402) + 
+ (14.935 - (0.233)(M’ + 2) - (l.l82)(M” + 2)) ;, 
where M” is de$ned by (8.22) and M’ is defined analogously in terms of the con- 
tinued fraction expansion of J1/2~-l. 
Proof. The proof is based on techniques already employed in earlier proofs 
in this section, and so we only sketch it. According to (5.16), we have 
P(h, m) = C* 
1 
5+21/2T’ 
h(mod m) 
n%-o(P-1) kxd(hA.,m)=2a-3 
(8.29) 
The sum S is estimated by the method in the proof of Theorem 8.4. This yields 
s < 4(M’ + 2) log2 m 
7r2m 
+ ((O.O57)(M’ + 2) + 1.801) + 
+ (2.8833 - (0.233)(M’ + 2)) ; . (8.30) 
607/26/z-6 
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To estimate the sum 
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1 T= c ____ 
b(mod m) 
r(h, 4 
we split up the set V of integers h with --2=-l < h < 2--l by putting 
V,={hEZ: -2a-3 < h < 2a-3}, 
V, = {h EZ : 2a-3 < h < 2a-” or -2-3 < h < -2-31, 
V, = {h EE : 2a-2 < h < 2a-2 + 2~-3 or -26-3 - 2-3 < h < -2~--2}, 
V, = {h E Z : P-2 + 2a-3 < h < 2”-1 or -2+1 < h < -p-z _ 2~-3). 
The V, , 0 < R < 3, define a partition of V and each V, is a complete residue 
system mod 2=p2. Using this partition, T is then split up into four sums as in 
(8.16). The last three sums are treated as in the proof of Theorem 8.4. To 
estimate the first sum 
c= c 1 
h,,hzeV, r(hl , m> y(h, , 4 ’ 
we use (8.17) and summation by parts to get (compare with (8.2)) 
c < 2 ~~4743) 
\ 
m 
+ -$ ‘ai; (csc -$ - csc “‘h,+ ‘) ) T, 
+ 2 T(m,s)-1 csc 
7r(2a-3 - 1) 
m > (8.31) 
where 
Th = i csc n Ii&- - ; 11 for 1 <h<2a-3-1. 
j=l 
Similarly to (8.3), we obtain 
1 
4h(M” + 2) 
for 1 <h<2a:-3-1. 
The sum T,, is now estimated in the same way as the sum S,, in the proof of 
Theorem 8.1, and this leads to 
T h < 2(M’;+ 2, h log h + (1.745&W + 2)h for 1 <h<2am3-l. 
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Combining this with (8.7), (8.10), and (8.31), we get 
c < 8(M” + 2) logs m 
Pzln 
+ (2.737)(M” + 2) + 
+ (5.2263 - (1.672)(M” + 2)) ; . 
For the sum T, one arrives then at the estimate 
T < 8(M” + 2) log2 m 
7&l 
+ ((2.737)(M” + 2) + 6.5064) + 
+ (17.0424 - (1.672)(M” + 2)) ; . 
Together with (8.29) and (8.30), thi s completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remurk 8.10. By combining the inequality (514)(with s = 2) and Theorem 
8.9, one finds a relation between L& , M’, and M” whenever m = 2”, e > 4, 
and h EE 3(8). 
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